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Abstract
Water projects in developing countries are often perceived as failures; however,
with a variety of major actors involved in these projects, the definition of a
successful project is hard to find. This research demonstrates and quantifies the
mismatch in the project evaluation criteria of four main stakeholders: engineer,
funder, government, and international non-governmental organizations (NGOs). I
compile stakeholder project documentation and metadata into a novel Stakeholder
Evaluation Database (SED), which I then mine to find top-ranked representative
phrases for each stakeholder. The comparison of top representative phrases shows
differing stakeholder priorities: Engineers focus on project travel and
documentation, funders focus on budget and performance, governments focus on
development issues like health, gender, and environment, and NGOs focus on
motivation and technical specifications. These representative phrases are compared
across stakeholders using cosine similarity to quantify the gap between stakeholder
priorities. I find that governments and NGO representative phrases are the least
similar, while engineers and NGOs are the most similar. I then use qualitative
comparative analysis (QCA) to determine underlying patterns of success and
failure by constructing success and failure pathways composed of top representative
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phrases for each stakeholder. QCA shows that a stakeholder’s success and failure
pathways are significantly correlated with predicting their outcomes but perform
poorly at predicting other stakeholder’s outcomes. This project contributes a new
methodological approach to understanding the definition of success to better
evaluate project sustainability in international engineering projects and emphasizes
the importance of inter-stakeholder communication to support project success.
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Reliable access to clean water is consistently a top priority issue for many
developing countries. Increased access to improved water sources is linked to
decreases in diarrheal diseases (World Health Organization, 2019), improved
education (Hajaj & Gorre-Dale, 2005; Water.org, 2019; The Water Project, 2019),
and increased economic growth (United Nations Development Programme, 2006;
Lifewater, 2014). It also has positive implications for rural and smallholder farmers,
whose access to reliable irrigation methods could increase productivity, mitigate
shocks due to droughts, and reduce risk-averse behaviors associated with weather
unpredictability (Rockstrm, Barron, & Fox, 2003). Addressing these issues involves
a global audience and was named one of the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) to be met by 2030 (United Nations, 2016c). The
international community also provides billions of dollars in annual aid distribution
and donations to fund projects that address water and sanitation concerns
(Osseiran, Chriscaden, & Couffe, 2017).
Literature, both formal and informal, is filled with stories citing project failure
(Improve International, 2012; DiCampo, 2019; EWB Canada, 2019a). The actual
rate of failure can vary tremendously across location (Improve International, 2012)
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and time (Turner & Zolin, 2012). Similarly, the rate of success may depend on how
long after project implementation it was evaluated. A study done in the field of
project management recognizes that project success also varies depending on
stakeholder perspectives (Turner & Zolin, 2012); however, within international
development, success is ambiguously defined and documented from a nearly
singular perspective, neglecting the multiple actors within a project (Ika &
Hodgson, 2014). This research aims to determine stakeholder perspectives on
project evaluation through constructing a novel Stakeholder Evaluation Database
(SED) and phrase mining analysis. This knowledge can be used to help maximize
the success of project objectives that span the stakeholder space and contribute to
the goal of global water access by 2030.
1.1 Objectives
The overall goal of this work is to investigate the discrepancy in project evaluation
between stakeholders in international engineering. Quantifying a gap in stakeholder
priorities provides an opportunity to assess better the landscape of project actors
and their objectives, which can help guide future project objectives. A breakdown
of the objectives of this research are:
• Define the stakeholders in an international engineering project.
Determine the leading roles in typical international development projects,
how stakeholders interact, and how it affects the evaluation of project
outcomes.
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• Collect and organize data on international water and agriculture
development projects from multiple stakeholder perspectives. Use
text scraping techniques to mine documents and meta-data and organize into
a multi-functional database.
• Determine the priorities of different stakeholders when
communicating about and evaluating projects. Use representative
phrase mining to rank text from stakeholder documents and compare results
across stakeholders to see if they align.
• Measure similarity (or dissimilarity) of stakeholder priorities. Use
cosine similarity measures to measure differences in the representative phrases
of stakeholders quantitatively.
• Define project success for each stakeholder and evaluate projects
from each perspective. Use qualitative comparative analysis to find
patterns in project documentation labeled as successes or failures. Find the
combinations of present or absent phrases that form success and failure
pathways (or definitions) and use them to compare predicted outcomes to
actual outcomes.
This work applies new methods to the pervasive problem of project sustainability in
international engineering projects. Within international development, engineers are
often criticized for assuming a technical solution without fully understanding relevant
contextual details that may affect their design decisions. This work provides evidence
to support the understanding of the problem by analyzing information directly from
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significant players in international engineering before attempting to find a solution.
It also provides a methodology for future research to efficiently analyze the backlog
of stakeholder experience and lessons learned to continue to make productive use of
past success and failure.
1.2 Organization of Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a literature
review of project management in international development before introducing six
main classes of stakeholders and their roles within projects. It continues with a
discussion of stakeholder dynamics and a compilation of past research in project
success factors and conditions. The review ends with current methods of project
evaluation and a brief background on phrase mining. Chapter 3 introduces the data,
the methods of collection, and their organization into the Stakeholder Evaluation
Database. It then introduces and explains the implementation of representative
phrase mining, cosine similarity, and qualitative comparative analysis (QCA). The
chapter ends with validation of success pathways generated by QCA on a set of
labeled data. Chapter 4 presents results and discussion of the representative phrase
mining, cosine similarity, and QCA analyses. Chapter 5 concludes with a summary
of findings and broader applications of the work. Chapter 6 provides a summary of




The process of developing water resources is a complex system (Amadei, 2014) that
incorporates aspects of technology, social interaction, policy, and economics. To
develop a foundational understanding of this system, this literature review has
spanned a wide variety of different areas, including journals focused on engineering,
project management, sociology, business, economics, and international
development. The following section provides a brief introduction to international
development projects. The major stakeholders in international water engineering
projects (IWPs) will then be discussed, highlighting factors that motivate their
perceptions regarding successful projects. A review of cited critical success factors
and criteria from past literature are then presented. Current practices in
development project management and evaluation were investigated to understand
the techniques employed in the industry. Phrase mining is introduced as a
practical, new method of analyzing past project documents. The review concludes
with how past literature both motivates the hypothesis and supports the methods
used to conduct the analysis.
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2.1 Project Management in International
Development
The field of project management can be traced back to the 1950s with the
introduction of critical path analysis to support engineering and construction
projects (Kelley & Walker, 1959). The concept of project management centers
around actors within a project who work through a life cycle, broadly consisting of
phases of conceptualizing, planning, implementing, and closing, to achieve an
objective (Khang & Moe, 2008). It is also a toolbox of resources that
conventionally include methods of progress reporting, cost accounting, project
scheduling, and risk analysis (Golini, Kalchschmidt, & Landoni, 2015).
International water engineering is a subset of international development that
focuses on projects that require engineering design or expertise, such as water
systems. There is a focus on project management strategies when evaluating
international water engineering efforts because the project is the instrument of
development (Hermano, Lpez-Paredes, Martn-Cruz, & Pajares, 2013); it is the
primary unit of planning, intervention, and fundraising (Krause, 2014). It allows
agencies to package efforts into a marketable, achievable product. International
development projects differ from traditional projects in many ways, including
having lofty, sometimes ill-defined objectives, having to communicate across vast
distances and language barriers, and being driven (more overtly) by third-party
funding agencies (Youker, 2003). International development projects also suffer
from some amount of inflexibility due to the real-life implications of their goals
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(Paul, 2017). These implications put limitations on creativity and innovation and
inhibit the practice of productive failures. Combating these preconceived notions
has required concerted efforts to shift the collective mindset. For example, several
conferences (Fail Festival , n.d.), photojournalism projects (DiCampo, 2019), annual
reports (EWB Canada, 2019b), and blogs (EWB Canada, 2019a) have made
attempts to focus on failures as meaningful lessons and establish better channels of
dialogue about unsuccessful projects.
2.2 Who are the Stakeholders?
International development projects influence more than just the end-users of the
initiative. Therefore, it is important to clearly understand who the stakeholders in
IWPs are in order to explore their various perspectives. This section defines the
stakeholders that will be used in this research to normalize language and
understanding. A review of several authors offered various terminology and roles
associated with the actors of IWPs (see Table 2.1). These stakeholders are broken
into the broad categories of funder, government, international non-governmental
organization or non-profit (NGO), local non-governmental organization (NGO),
recipient community, and technical expert. Stakeholders that do not inherently fall
within one of these categories are considered outside of the scope of this project;
however, this does not discount the existence of other influential stakeholders like
researchers (Youker, 2003; Moriarty, 2017), the private sector (Khang & Moe,
2008), and extension agents (K. E. Davis, 2008).
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Understanding the motivating factors that dictate stakeholder goals can help
interpret their conditions for success. Motivations are not necessarily synonymous
with success conditions and can be quite complex and challenging to discover due
to their nature. Understanding these complexities falls outside of the scope of this
project; however, some high-level motivations found during this literature review
are introduced along with each category of stakeholder in the following sections.
Table 2.1: Review of the terminology used to describe six of the major categories of stakeholders
involved in IWPs: funder, government, international NGO, local NGO, recipient community, and
technical expert
Funder Development bank, donor, funding agency, philanthropist, project
consumer, provider of resources
Government Local government, national government, recipient government
International NGO Charity, executing agency, implementer, technical experta
Local NGO Implementer, planner, recipient organization, technical experta
Recipient community Beneficiary, community organization, project consumer, project
product, subjects of change, user
Technical expert Consultant, contractor, designer, engineer, external reviewer,
private supplier, project manager, regulator
a Technical expert is a role that is typically supplied by the international or local NGO. Here I
want to draw attention to the importance of this group, so it is listed as its own category.
Sources: Bowen and Acciaioli (2009); Ika and Hodgson (2014); Khang and Moe (2008);
Moriarty (2017)
2.2.1 Funder
A funder or donor is considered any organization or individual that contributes
money to facilitate a project or initiative. In development-driven projects, funds
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are often distributed by organizations external to the nation where a project is
implemented (Youker, 2003). Funding agencies play a significant and influential
role in development projects, shaping projects to match their priorities and
objectives, and giving them significant power (Youker, 2003; Krause, 2014).
Funders can be large development banks, government agencies, non-profits,
philanthropists, or individuals (see Table 2.2 for examples). Development goals and
political agreements may formally motivate funders; however, political, economic,
and strategic interests may informally motive them (Rahman & Giessen, 2017).
Funding, in the form of international aid, has been used to open up markets where
goods and services can be sold (Ovaska, 2003), strengthen trade interests, and
invest in resource exploitation (Rahman & Giessen, 2017). Aid allocation can be a
way to advance the values of the donor country through influence and voting favors
(Ovaska, 2003). It can also be used as a strategic means of marketing, using funds
to publish reports, conduct seminars, and increase the visibility of the donor
country or organization (Rahman & Giessen, 2017).
Projects commonly receive funding in two different ways: top-down
(supply-driven) or bottom-up (demand-driven). Top-down funding is typical of
development banks and government agencies. Budgeted funds facilitate the
implementation of projects based on development objectives set by the
organization, the government, or the international community. These funds may
also be allocated to outside organizations through grants, but often have particular
requirements that dictate the types of projects that are funded. Despite these
requirements, a small survey of non-profits reported that while donors influence the
9
Table 2.2: Types of international engineering project funders, with examples and acronyms
(where applicable), show the diversity in funding organizations and missions (adapted from
Youker (2003))




Asian Development Bank ADB
African Development Bank AfDB
Inter-American Development Bank IDB
Caribbean Development Bank CDB
UN Associated
Agency
UN Development Programming UNDP
Food and Agriculture Organization FAO
International Labor Organization ILO
World Health Organization WHO
UN Industrial Development Organization UNIDO












Catholic Relief Services -
Water.org -
charity: water -
Water For People -
Local Government
Agency




Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation -
Celebrities -
Individual Donor - -
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sustainability of projects (through the types of endeavors funded), they do so with
a relative amount of flexibility (Improve International, 2017). Flexibility in
spending can promote innovation, but the emphasis is often put on the scalability
of interventions within the development sector (Murcott, 2006; Schmidt &
Cairncross, 2009; Ojomo, Elliott, Goodyear, Forson, & Bartram, 2015). Scalability
does not always translate well to technology or infrastructure adoption (Cheney,
2016), where it may be necessary to account for the local context.
Bottom-up funding is more typical of non-profits, philanthropists, and individuals.
This type of funding is driven by an identified need or mission, such as the knowledge
of a community that does not have access to safe drinking water. While equal-access
to safe drinking water contributes to broader development goals, the actual project
stems from a specific cause or community. This can then be marketed to solicit
funds. Non-profits use the stories of these communities to develop the interest of
individual and philanthropic donors, making funders the primary consumers in these
types of projects (Krause, 2014).
2.2.2 Government
The national government interacts with international bodies, development banks and
organizations to approach and solve problems related to their goals, using policies to
pursue their agendas. The government influences what types of development policies
are prioritized, funded, and implemented in a country. While most often voluntary,
participating governments must also conform to various standards and global goals,
such as the Sustainable Development Goals. Government instability and corruption
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can highly impact the progress towards achieving development goals (Kwak, 2002).
Governments, however, may be demotivated to participate in developmental aid
distributions. In some cases, a steady allocation of aid as a percent of GDP could
lead to a decrease in GDP per capita growth (Ovaska, 2003). This may be due
to dependency on aid or inefficient use of funds, created by government structure
inefficiencies or restrictions put on aid by its source.
Most water systems are managed at the local or municipal level, making these
agents more intimately aware of community-level priorities (Herrera, 2019).
Because of this, the local government can have a more direct role and influence in
the implementation of small-scale projects. The development of Political Economy
Analysis (PEA) provides evidence to support the incorporation of political and
economic processes into development initiatives and programming (Mcloughlin,
2014).
2.2.3 International Non-governmental Organization
International non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and non-profits are
international organizations that facilitate the implementation of projects. NGOs
are the middlemen between the donor and recipient community and lead project
management (Crawford & Bryce, 2003). They identify projects, pursue funding or
grants, and oversee design, implementation, and evaluation. Foundationally, NGOs
must work within defined parameters to continue their missions, pay their
employees, and satisfy their donors (Krause, 2014). They often work in
collaboration with local non-governmental organizations (NGOs), local
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municipalities, or local government agencies. In infrastructure projects, NGOs can
provide educational and technical assistance; however, technical experts (engineers,
designers, contractors, consultants) are separated into their own category to isolate
the bureaucratic goals of the organization from the technical aspects of the project.
2.2.4 Local Non-governmental Organization
Local non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are defined to be local, grass-roots
organizations that are not formally affiliated with any governmental bodies
(Willetts, 2001). Within the scope of IWPs, these organizations partner with
international NGOs to help manage or fund projects. They have an awareness and
sensitivity to local customs, cultures, and best practices and are advocates for
policies, human rights issues, and unrepresented groups (Karns, 2004). They are
often used to facilitate translation, logistics, resource procurement, workshop
facilitation, and maintenance for their international partners.
2.2.5 Recipient Community
The recipient community are those directly targeted and impacted by a project.
These communities can be considered both the product of projects marketed to
solicit funding (Krause, 2014) and the secondary consumer of a project (Moriarty,
2017). They consume the tangible outcomes of the project, such as infrastructure
or education. It is common for this stakeholder group to be termed the beneficiary
stakeholder; however, all stakeholders benefit, in some way, from a project (Bowen &
Acciaioli, 2009). It is difficult to draw generalizations about community motivation
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because their characteristics vary drastically, both spatially and temporally.
2.2.6 Technical Expert
This group of stakeholders includes engineers, designers, contractors and laborers,
reviewers, and regulators. The technical experts are often supplied by the agency or
organization that initializes a project. Sometimes local contractors will be consulted
to adhere to local building practices and regulations. The focus for the rest of this
study will be on engineers.
Engineers are trained to be knowledgeable of technical details, but often lack the
education that focuses on how to effectively communicate with community clients
(Harsh et al., 2017). This communication gap can lead to an oversight in the socio-
technical aspects of infrastructure and the necessity of incorporating those details
into the design. Engineers can be employees of NGOs, paid consultants from large
engineering firms, or volunteers. Engineers Without Borders USA is a well-known
volunteer organization primarily made up of engineering students. It was founded
to challenge engineers to use their skills to help communities meet their basic needs
(EWB USA, 2018) and provide both educational opportunities and experiences to
its student members.
2.3 Stakeholder Dynamics
A complex system shifts the focus from linear thinking – where an outcome is not
expected to affect the input – to the recognition that behavior that emerges due
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to the interaction of the parts affects the system in a cyclical manner (Hjorth &
Bagheri, 2006). This type of system is characterized by nonlinearity, uncertainty,
and interdependency (Amadei, 2014). In an IWP, this can mean that small changes
to any part of the system can cause significant, unpredictable changes to occur in a
different part of the system.
For example, a designer specifies the location of a control valve in a technically
sound location along a water pipeline. This spot is located right outside of the local
schoolhouse, where, once implemented, the valve gets broken by passing children, and
the infrastructure is rendered useless. The interconnectedness of technical and social
aspects in this example highlights the dynamic nature of project decision making that
must consider a variety of factors and incorporate feedback from multiple actors to
prevent oversight of critical details.
Within this system, there is also an inherent power structure that emerges (Ika &
Hodgson, 2014). Stakeholders with more power can have control over resources,
favorable negotiating positions, and possession of specialist knowledge (DFID,
1995). A stakeholder analysis matrix can help measure stakeholder strengths,
weaknesses, and influences, similar to a SWOT (strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats) analysis (Amadei, 2014). Similarly, stakeholders can be
plotted according to the relative importance of the project to the stakeholder by
their relative influence over the project (Figure 2.1).It visually represents the power
structure amongst various actors, highlighting those with enough influence over a
project to act upon their power. It has been shown that in domestic water or
wastewater infrastructure projects, there is a linear relationship between those
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Figure 2.1: Hypothesized stakeholder importance (x-axis) vs. influence (y-axis) matrix shows a
hypothesized negative linear relationship between how influential a stakeholder is over IWP
project decisions versus how important the outcomes of the project are for the stakeholder (in
rectangles). In contrast, stakeholders in a traditional infrastructure project (in ovals along the
orange dashed line) have a positive linear relationship (adapted from Brouwer and Woodhill
(2015)).
affected by a project and their overall influence on the decisions (Lienert,
Schnetzer, & Ingold, 2013). I hypothesize that this relationship does not hold for
development projects; those that are the most important (in terms of project
impact) are usually not those with the most influence over major project decisions.
For example, a recipient community is the most impacted by the output of a
project; however, they may have minimal oversight and influence in how the project
is conducted or the overall goal.
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2.4 Success Criteria and Factors
There are several indices and metrics that are used to understand development
progress, evaluate whether to conduct a project in a specific area and how to
allocate aid. The Economic Freedom of the World Index uses data going back to
the 1970s to give insight into the effectiveness of aid development from the
perspective of a country’s economic progress (Gwartney, Lawson, & Hall, 2017).
This metric comprises 37 variables, such as government size, legal structure, and
freedom to exchange with foreigners (Ovaska, 2003). These account for mainly
economic variables to give measures of growth. In contrast, the United Nations
(UN) publishes several development indices to emphasize the importance of social
criteria as contributors to development. The Multidimensional Poverty Index
(MPI) incorporates health, education, and standard of living indicators to generate
a more comprehensive economic rating (United Nations, 2016b). Similarly, the
Human Development Index (HDI) measures a country’s development status using
the same three variables as the MPI (United Nations, 2016a). The UN recognizes
the shortcomings of these types of metrics in including complex factors such as
human security and empowerment.
Other authors have looked at critical success factors and criteria in international
development projects (see Table 2.3). While the actual definition of these terms is not
collectively established, one interpretation is that a success criterion is an enabling
condition that is necessary for a success factor to be met. For example, for a project
to remain on time (a success factor), there must be support from stakeholders (a
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success criterion). Support from stakeholders is a criterion of success because it
enables the project to remain on task and on time until its conclusion. In this way,
success factors can be used as metrics to judge whether a project has succeeded once
it is complete, while success criteria may be enabling conditions that can be assessed
before a project has begun.
The success factors and criteria span many categories, not just technical
achievement, and vary in complexity and ease of measurement; therefore, the
success of a project encompasses more than just the performance or functionality of
the system and its ability to deliver water to the intended recipients. Success may
also be dependent on the different phases of the project cycle (Turner & Zolin,
2012). Conditions, such as stakeholder commitment, may fluctuate throughout the
project lifespan. A factor, such as reputation, can be assessed at intermediate
points throughout the project with varying responses. It has been shown through
analysis of causal loop maps that failure is not caused by the absence or neglect of
one failure, but a combination of factors and when they are evaluated that result in
a project being deemed successful or unsuccessful (Walters & Javernick-Will, 2014).
This research hypothesizes that the importance of these metrics is specific to each
stakeholder within a project. For example, a recipient community may not care
whether a project matches policy priorities but a non-profit organization with grant
requirements to fulfill may. Thus far, however, there has not been literature that
explores how these success criteria or factors relate to stakeholder objectives or
perspectives.
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Table 2.3: Review of success factors (in bold) and success criteria from various authorsa. Items are categorized under cultural,
economic, environmental, legal, organizational, political, social, and technical (Kwak, 2002). Items originally reported as
negative factors are rephrased into positive factors. For example, inefficient use of resources is changed to resource use.




























































































a For a more detailed description of factors and citations see Appendix A.1
Sources: Andersen and Jessen (2000); Baccarini (1999); Bouabid and Louis (2015); Chatterly (2012); Cooke-Davies (2002); Diallo and Thuillier (2005); Hermano
et al. (2013); IRC (2009); Kerzner (2013); Khan, Thornton, and Frazer (2003); Khang and Moe (2008); Kwak (2002); Lim and Zain (1999); Ministry of Energy and Water
Resources (2012); Lockwood, Bakalian, and Wakeman (2003); Lockwood and Smits (2011); Pinto and Slevin (1987); Struyk (2007); Van der Westhuizen and Fitzgerald
(2005); Vickland and Nieuwenhujis (2005); Walters and Javernick-Will (2014); WaterAid (2011); Youker (2003)
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2.5 Project Evaluation in Practice
There are several methods that are used in the development sector to plan projects
and evaluate their achievements. The methods that have been employed by
development officials have adapted from being very technically oriented to more
participatory and communication based (Ika & Hodgson, 2014). Two of the most
widely used methods are the logical framework (Gasper, 2000) and participatory
assessment or participatory rural appraisal (Dayal, van Wijk, & Mukherjee, 2000;
Krause, 2014). A method that has been highlighted by recent research as
potentially useful to the water development sector, qualitative comparative
analysis, is also discussed.
First developed for internal corporate and military planning, but adapted and put
into wide use by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID)
in the 1970s, the logical framework (LF), LOGFRAME, or logic map has become
a standard tool for aid management (Gasper, 2000). The framework is widely used
by development agencies to plan, design, manage, and evaluate projects (Khang
& Moe, 2008). The goal is to link higher-level objectives to more concrete goals,
projected results, and specific activities with measurable indicators (see Table 2.4)
(Krause, 2014). Despite providing clarity and a framework for accountability, LFs
are critiqued for not easily accounting for changes over time (Gasper, 2000; Crawford
& Bryce, 2003), being able to handle the web of stakeholders involved (Hermano et
al., 2013), and excluding potential benefits outside of the scope of its parameters
(Harley, 2005). LFs also provide a framework for formal monitoring and evaluation
20
Table 2.4: An empty logical framework matrix that connects the overall project goal to
measurable outcomes, their outputs, and how to achieve them.





plans often required for larger projects by a funding source. These plans create
structure and accountability but inherently promote the perspectives of the project
implementor and funder.
Large development projects have historically followed a supply-driven model:
wherever the money is, the project will follow (see Section 2.2.1). Recently, there
has been a push, especially through World Bank supported projects, to follow a
demand-responsive model (Bouabid & Louis, 2015; Andres et al., 2017). The
demand-responsive approach incorporates community participation into the
development and operation of systems, to increase the sense of ownership and
decrease the dependence on government support. This type of method recognizes
the importance of consumer feedback into the design and execution of a
development project, specifically water systems. The World Bank, the leading
investigator of participatory methods, has found in multiple studies that the use of
participatory methods leads to more successful systems, increased consumer
satisfaction, and fewer breakdowns and shortages (Dayal et al., 2000; Andres et al.,
2017). Participatory assessment and participatory rural appraisal are two of the
most common methods of incorporating community feedback. Participatory
assessment is a World Bank initiative that offers levels of assessment strategies to
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connect communities, project staff, and policymakers, focusing on gender and
poverty sensitivity (Dayal et al., 2000). Participatory rural appraisal is an
anthropological approach that uses tools to facilitate knowledge sharing at the
community level (Krause, 2014). It uses activities such as social mapping activities,
seasonal diagramming, and preference rankings to incorporate community feedback
and discussion about initiatives to help designers target specific locations and avoid
social pitfalls or vulnerabilities.
Qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) blends both quantitative and qualitative
data (Ragin, 1987) in a way that isolates the project outcome from the conditions
that were met. This method can enable a researcher to conclude the pathways that
lead to a successful outcome, rather than only whether a project has succeeded or
not. In recent years, QCA has been highlighted as a valuable tool in the water
development sector (Kaminsky & Jordan, 2017). Past research has looked at
successes in rural water supply projects (Marks, Kumpel, Guo, Bartram, & Davis,
2018), sanitation system delivery in several projects in India (A. Davis,
Javernick-Will, & Cook, 2019), and the adoption of information and
communication technology-based reporting services (Welle, Williams, Pearce, &
Befani, 2015). Previous work has used survey data to validate QCA models (Khang
& Moe, 2008; Welle et al., 2015); however, this research project intends to modify
the QCA conditions to use information captured in text sources to isolate
stakeholder perspectives.
There are some limitations to QCA. Specifically, the truth table only allows a
certain level of flexibility and it is possible that the most critical factors that
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contribute to success may not be included (Ragin, 1987); however, knowledge of the
domain in which the analysis is being run and consultation with stakeholders can
help calibrate the conditions to limit the possibility of overlooking an important
condition.
2.6 Phrase Mining
Most development agencies use some form of reporting to collect thoughts and
reflect upon completed projects. Reports offer the perspective of the reporting
agency on its understanding of whether the project has reached its goals. The
World Bank uses post-project reporting documents to self-evaluate and reflect on
lessons learned with the hopes of avoiding mistakes in future projects (World Bank,
2006). While some organizations are implementing methods of collecting project
functionality information via sensors (Siddiqi & charity: water, 2016) or cell phones
(Welle et al., 2015), project reporting remains the most widely implemented and
holistic method of project evaluation. Valuable insights and lessons learned, stored
in online databases and archives, offer untapped information to help future projects
incorporate best practices or heed the warnings of failure. Phrase mining is an
efficient, powerful tool that can synthesize the experience that is captured in the
backlog of project documents and insights. It is a technique of gathering
information from large text corpora using phrasal segmentation (Tao et al., 2016;
Liem et al., 2018; Shang et al., 2018). Phrase mining looks at the quality of
phrases, providing better context than single-word text mining, which relies solely
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on the frequency of word appearance (Liu, Shang, Wang, Ren, & Han, 2015).
Phrase mining using text cubes, a type of multi-level data storage scheme, has
previously been applied to understand popular topics in news corpora (Tao et al.,
2016) and, more recently, to analyze protein patterns in cellular biology (Liem et
al., 2018).
2.7 Conclusions
This review shows that there is literature to support the hypothesis of a discrepancy
amongst stakeholder objectives and project evaluations. It supports the necessity of
looking at a project as a system of dynamic and independent stakeholders rather than
a linear progression. Current methods lack a process to incorporate feedback from
every stakeholder into project management and evaluation, leading to mismatched
objectives and unclear reporting of failure and success. Factors identified by past
research as critical for success (Table 2.3) have been from ambiguous perspectives,
overlooking the possibility that they may serve only one stakeholder’s objectives and
minimize the many opinions of project success that can be present. The methods
employed allow me to assign specific stakeholder perspectives to this past body of
literature. This process is revisited in Sections 3.5 and 4.2.
I hypothesize that there is a mismatch in the relative importance and influence
each stakeholder possesses, which manifests itself in the exclusion of all stakeholder
perspectives in project objective design and evaluation. Therefore, it is necessary to
better understand what each stakeholder group values in evaluating projects and
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how to best incorporate that into the project process, including final evaluation, to
best serve all participants. Phrase mining offers a scalable and efficient method of
gathering quality phrases, or those most likely to be semantically complete and
informative, from the massive amounts of project documentation stored by
development organizations. These documents hold valuable insights and
information about past projects and offer a glimpse into the priorities and
requirements that drive each stakeholder group. Top phrases mined from project
documentation can be evaluated to understand the similarities and dissimilarities of
each group. They can also be incorporated into a qualitative comparative analysis
(QCA) framework to identify pathways of success from various perspectives. This
information can provide the development sector with a better way of understanding




This research constructs a novel dataset and provides a workflow to analyze it
using representative phrase mining to determine the most prominent phrases from
collections of stakeholder documents. The full workflow (Figure 3.1) scrapes web
and PDF documents to gather text information, processes the text and metadata,
and stores it in the novel Stakeholder Evaluation Database (SED). Representative
phrase mining is used on the SED to read through stakeholder documents and
output their respective representative phrases. The top representative phrases for
stakeholders are first compared to success metrics previously suggested by the
literature (see Section 2.4) to validate that the method is returning relevant phrases
to project evaluation. This supports my assumption that stakeholder groups value
the phrases returned by the algorithm and provides a sense of stakeholder’s
priorities when working on projects.
The representative phrases for each stakeholder are then quantitatively measured
and compared using cosine similarity. A subset of stakeholder labeled successful
and failed project documents are used to correlate the presence of specific phrases
with project outcomes (successes or failures) using qualitative comparative analysis
(QCA). Pathway models are constructed for three stakeholder groups (engineers,
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Figure 3.1: The methodological process is broken into two main components: (1) Stakeholder
Evaluation Database (SED) Creation and (2) Semantic Analyses. The SED Creation includes
(1.1) data acquisition (Section 3.2), (1.2) data processing (Section 3.3.1 - 3.3.2), and (1.3)
database creation (Section 3.3.3). The text is then analyzed using (2.1) representative phrase
mining (Section 3.4). The results are (2.2) validated and used to contribute to previous literature
(Section 3.5). Top stakeholder phrases are used to make (2.3) cosine similarity comparisons
(Section 3.6). (2.4) Qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) uses a subset of labeled data to
create outcome pathway models for each stakeholder (Section 3.7). Finally, (2.5) QCA results are
used to predict outcomes on a larger case study set of SED documents (Section 3.8).
funders, and NGOs), validated using their own test data sets, and used to predict
the outcomes of the other two stakeholders. Finally, the pathways are used as a
predictive tool to look at project outcomes on a set of unlabeled documents from the
SED. These steps are explained in detail in the following sections.
3.1 Description of Data
The data was collected from a large sample of sources to capture perspectives from
the engineer (Section 2.2.6), funder (Section 2.2.1), government (Section 2.2.2), and
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international non-governmental organization (NGO) (Section 2.2.3).1 The majority
of the information collected for this research is freely available for the public. One
exception is the evaluations collected from Engineers Without Borders (EWB USA,
2019b)(see Section 3.1.1), which I was granted access to through registering for a
paid membership on their online platform Volunteer Village. To remain consistent
with the focus of this research, reports were filtered to include only projects that had
affiliations to water or agriculture. Any reports that documented projects before 2000
were omitted. An attempt was also made to include text from both formal reporting
and assessment documents and informal blogs, articles, and human-interest pieces
(referred to as stories) to provide breadth of reporting style and audiences (see Table
3.5 for more details). Formal and informal documents for all stakeholder groups
are included in the full analysis, but there is not always a balance in the number
of documents available. For example, funding sources tend to have more formal
sources of information due to reporting requirements, while NGO sources tend to
have more informal sources to promote their work in a more digestible format. It is
also important to note that the size (number of pages and phrases) of most formal
documents is much larger than informal documents.
Overall, this project collected 6,227 documents from 52 sources (see Appendix
B.1 for the full list) along with metadata that capture time, location, stakeholder,
document, project, economics (used to refer to the economic status of project
country), and development information (used to refer to whether a project was
1Although listed as significant stakeholders in Section 2.2, the recipient community and local NGO
had to be excluded from this stage of the work because of a lack of available information from
their perspectives.
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located in an urban or rural area). For more information on the data in the current
version of the Stakeholder Evaluation Database, the distribution of data collected
within each dimension can be found in Appendix C.
There remains a large number of organizations and data sources that can be
included in this database in the future. A list of potential future additions is
compiled in Appendix B.2. The following sections describe the process of selecting
the sources of data for each group and the process of collecting the text via web
scraping, if the text is from a web-based HTML source, or PDF scraping if the text
is saved as a PDF. A more detailed explanation of web and PDF scraping can be
found in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, respectively.
3.1.1 Engineer
Large engineering consulting firms with departments dedicated to international
development or philanthropic divisions are sampled to include the perspective of
professional engineers (Table 3.1). Large international engineering volunteer
organizations, mainly comprised of students, are also sampled.
3.1.2 Funder
Large development banks (e.g., World Bank) and bilateral government funding
agencies (e.g., USAID) make up the sources used to form the funder perspective in
this analysis (Table 3.2). These reports offer summaries and evaluations of project
objectives, achievements, lessons learned, and limitations.
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Table 3.1: Alphabetical list of formal and informal texts collected to represent engineering
perspectives in international project design and evaluation. The number of documents collected
from each source is denoted by n. (a) indicates sources collected with a PDF scraper, and (b)
indicates sources collected with a web scraper.
Source Formal text n Informal text n
Aecom - - Project pageb 12
Arup - - Project pageb 45
CDM Smith - - Project pageb 9
Coffey - - Project pageb 4
Engineers Without
Borders - Canada
Project reporta 10 - -
Engineers Without
Borders - USA
Project reporta 62 Blogb 86
Mott MacDonald - - Project pageb 53
Stantec - - Project pageb 32
Tetra Tech, Inc. - - Project pageb 30
Total 72 271
Sources: AECOM (2019); Arup (2019); CDM Smith (2019); Coffey (2019); EWB Canada
(2019b); EWB USA (2019b, 2019a); Mott MacDonald (2019); Stantec (2019); Tetra Tech
(2019)
See Appendix B.1 for the full list of source URLs
3.1.3 Government
National and international programming and evaluation plans that focus on
development goals help gather government development programs and priorities
(Table 3.3). Voluntary national reviews, required for participating members of the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (United Nations, 2019b),
were gathered as consistent reports on country development progress and priorities.
Other repositories of national development progress reports, water policies, and
strategic water development plans include the African Ministers’ Council on Water
(AMCOW, 2015), the WASHwatch database (WASHwatch, 2019), and the USAID
led Global Water Strategy program, respectively. The U.S. government identifies
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Table 3.2: Alphabetical list of formal and informal texts collected to represent five of the largest
funders of international development initiatives. The number of documents collected from each
source is denoted by n. (a) indicates sources collected with a PDF scraper, (b) indicates sources
collected with a web scraper.









Project reporta, Plana 101 Blogb 15
Inter-American
Development Bank
Project reporta 10 Blogb 8
USAID Project reporta, Special
evaluationa
74 Blogb 152
World Bank Project reporta 428 Blogb 5
Total 661 184
Sources: African Development Bank Group (2019a, 2019b); Asian Development Bank (2019b,
2019a); Inter-American Development Bank (2019b, 2019a); USAID (2019c, 2019a); World
Bank (2019a, 2019b)
See Appendix B.1 for the full list of source URLs
priority countries under its Global Water Strategy (USAID, 2019b). Individual
country development strategies were also collected.
3.1.4 International Non-governmental Organization
A sample of 29 active international non-governmental organizations (NGOs) working
in the international water project sector were collected for this study (see Table 3.4).
While the general focus is consistent across all organizations, the size and scope of
the NGOs sampled varies tremendously. Some organizations focus strictly on water
(e.g charity: water) and others that have a broader scope, looking at health (e.g.,
International Medical Corps), entrepreneurship (e.g., iDE), poverty (e.g., Acumen),
and humanitarian relief (e.g., World Vision). Some organizations seek to develop and
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Table 3.3: Alphabetical list of formal and informal texts collected to represent development
progress and priorities of low- and low-middle income countries. The number of documents (n)
varies depending on how often countries update their development strategies. (a) indicates sources
collected with a PDF scrape, (b) indicates sources collected with a web scraper.
Source Formal text n Informal text n
African Ministers’
Council on Water
Reporta 22 - -
Bhutan
Government
Policya 1 - -
Comoros
Government
- - Project profileb 4
Eritrea
Government
Plana 1 - -
Gambia
Government
Policya, Reporta 2 - -
Global Waters -
USAID
Plana 12 - -
Malawi
Government
Plana, Policya 4 Project profileb 3
SDGs Plana, Special reporta 114 - -
WASHwatch
Database
Plana, Policya, Reporta 69 - -
Total 225 7
Sources: AMCOW (2015); Bhutan Water Vision and Bhutan Water Policy | ESCAP
Policy Documents Managment (n.d.); Gambia National Water Policy (n.d.); Government
of Malawi (2012); Jarju (2009); Republic of Malawi (2019); Royal Government of Bhutan
(n.d.); UNDP (2019); United Nations (2019b); USAID (2019b); WASHwatch (2019); Water
Resources Department (2008)
See Appendix B.1 for the full list of source URLs
implement innovative technology (e.g., Initiative: Eau). Organizations can choose
to focus their efforts on one country (e.g., The Last Well) or multiple. Several
organizations also have religious affiliations (e.g., Catholic Relief Services, Lifewater).
There are large organizations that partner and receive grants from large funding
agencies (e.g., CARE), and smaller organizations that focus on local fundraising
(e.g., H20 for Life). This variety gives breadth to the NGO stakeholder group for
the analysis and also allows for future work to compare across categories of NGOs.
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Table 3.4: Alphabetical list of formal and informal texts collected to represent the perspective of
NGOs working in the water development sector. The number of documents (n) varies depending
on the size and activity of the organization. (a) indicates sources collected with a PDF scraper,
(b) indicates sources collected with a web scraper.
Source Formal text n Informal text n
Acumen - - Blogb, Project profileb 14
Blumont - - Project profileb, Storyb 20
CARE Annual reviewa, Project
reporta
5 Storyb 10
Catholic Relief Services Plana, Project reporta 6 Storyb 38
charity: water - - Storyb 18
Clean Water for Haiti - - Blogb 11
Concern Worldwide - - Project profileb, Storyb 490
Drop in the Bucket - - Blogb 63
Helvetas Impact studya, Project
reporta, Special reporta
5 Project profilea,b 25
The Her Initiative - - Storyb 12
H20 For Life - - Blogb, Project profileb 171
Improve International - - Blogb 181
Initiative: Eau - - Project profileb 4
Innovations for Poverty
Action
Case studyb 19 - -
International Development
Enterprises (iDE)
- - Project profileb, Storyb 70
International Medical
Corps
- - Storyb 50
International Water
Management Institute
- - Project profileb 445
IRC - - Blogb 82
The Last Well - - Blogb 18
Lifewater - - Blogb 117
Lifewater.ca - - Project profileb 2141
OK Clean Water Project - - Storyb 16
Pump Aid - - Project profileb 4
Pure Water for the World - - Blogb 66
RTI International - - Blogb 21
Ryan’s Well Foundation - - Project profileb 6
Water for People - - Blogb, Project profileb 103
The Water Project - - Storyb 432
World Vision Annual reviewa, Case
studya, Special reporta
12 Blogb, Storyb 132
Total 47 4760
Sources: Acumen (2019); Blumont (2019); CARE (2019); Catholic Relief Services (2019); charity:water
(2019); Clean Water for Haiti (2019); Concern Worldwide US (2019); Drop in the Bucket (2019);
Helvetas USA (2019); The Her Initiative (2019); H2O for Life (2019); Improve International (2019);
Initiative: Eau (2019); Innovations for Poverty Action (2019); iDE (2019); International Medical Corps
(2019); International Water Management Institute (2019); IRC (2019); The Last Well (2019); Lifewater
International (2019); Lifewater Canada (2019); OK Clean Water Project (2019); Pump Aid (2019); Pure
Water for the World (2019); RTI (2019); Ryan’s Well Foundation (2019); Water For People (2019); The
Water Project (2019); World Vision (2019)
See Appendix B.1 for the full list of source URLs
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3.2 Data Acquisition
Adapting methods of scraping, both online and archived sources of data is a crucial
component of acquiring data at scale. This section gives an overview of the methods
used to gather data from the sources, both websites and PDFs, listed above. All of
the code used throughout this project is archived on GitHub and is also available
upon request (see Appendix D for details).
3.2.1 Web Scraping
Web scraping is a scalable method of retrieving data using the structured format of
web pages to extract information. Scraping uses identifiers in the HTML markup
file of web pages to locate desired information. The identifiers is then be applied
to collections of web pages with similar formats. To do this, the Python package
Beautiful Soup (Richardson, 2018) was used to access web pages and search for
relevant information (Algorithm 1).
A base algorithm (Yek, 2017), used to extract stock market prices in real-time, was
adapted to run through a list of static URLs. The algorithm requests access to user-
defined web pages, loop through the HTML markup to find the attributes within
the content that the data scientist is looking to record, and gather that information.
The algorithm takes inputs of the web page URL and the HTML attributes that
describe the location of the title, content, and date. It outputs the title, content,
and date (if applicable), which are used in subsequent protocols.
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Algorithm 1: Web scrape
Input: url, t1, t2, t3, c1, c2, c3, y1, y2, y3
Output: title, content, year
request access to pg
html← information response from request
close request
soup← call BeautifulSoup to parse html
if t1 or t2 or t3 are empty then
title← empty
else
title find← location of desired info from page source
title← strip text from title find
end
if c1 or c2 or c3 are empty then
content← empty
else
content find← location of desired info from page source
content← strip text from content find
end
if y1 or y2 or y3 are empty then
year ← empty
else
year find← location of desired info from page source
year ← strip text from year find
end
Bold: control sequence, function, or subroutine
Italics: variable
3.2.2 PDF Scraping
PDF files, a proprietary format from Adobe®, are the most common format for
project evaluations to be archived. Some PDF files are considered an unstructured
form of text, which causes computers difficulty reading through them. Algorithm 2
uses the pdfminer package (Shinyama, 2014) in the convert subroutine (Tromp &
Breyten, 2019) to access and extract information from PDFs.
Algorithm 2 loops through a folder of PDF documents, opens and counts the
number of pages, then loops through each page, extracting all of the text as it goes.
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Algorithm 2: PDF scrape
Input: pdf folder
Output:
data folder ← identify Path to folder
file path← identify pdf files in data folder
filenames← []
for path in file path do
append path to filenames
end
for file in filenames do
text← []
raw text← convert(file)
text by page← split text on new page delimiter
num pages← len(text by page)-1
for i in num pages do
clean text of extra whitespaces and page delimiters
end
append text by page to text
flat text← flattened list of text
Open new text file
write flat text to new text file
end
Bold: control sequence, function, or subroutine
Italics: variable
The text from each document is saved as a text file before it continues to the next
document.
The base algorithm is modified in some cases to remove appendices in extremely
long reports. Most of the information in the appendices of these documents is
irrelevant from the actual evaluation of the project, which is contained in the main
body of the document. This modification used a keyword search that was specific
to the source of documents to match their terminology and repeated across similar
documents.
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3.3 Data Organization and Text Cubes
Text cubes are a dynamic method of storing text for multi-dimensional aggregation
and querying of text information similar to data cubes (Lin, Ding, Han, Zhu, &
Zhao, 2008). Text cubes allow dimension hierarchies to organize and sort documents
based on different granularities of detail (Han, Kamber, & Pei, 2012). They are
specifically designed to match data based on attributes specified by user-generated
queries. Unsupervised methods, or methods that lack parameter specification at
the outset of the method, have been developed to classify documents into a text
cube automatically (Tao, Lei, Han, Zhai, & et al., 2013; Tao et al., 2018). This
automation has helped grow the popularity of using text cubes to organize large
corpora of information.
This research categorizes approximately 6,228 documents into seven dimensions
(time, location, stakeholder, document, project, economics, development) and 11
units (year, continent, region, country, stakeholder type, source, doc tone, doc type,
project type, income level, urban rural). Some dimensions have units that are
related to one another through a concept hierarchy (see Figure 3.2). Units act as
granularities within the hierarchy, meaning stakeholder type is a coarser granularity
than source. Coarser granularities, or higher units within the hierarchy, therefore,
offer less specific information. Alternatively, stakeholder type categorizes source
into four coarser (or broader) concepts: engineer, funder, government, or
international non-governmental organization.
Table 3.5 lists the units for each dimension in the highest to lowest concept level.
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Figure 3.2: Text cube schema hierarchy with the seven dimensions – time, location, stakeholder,
document, project, economics, and development – and their units. Each level shows the number of
possible values each attribute can currently take.
Each higher-level unit is derived from a combination of values in the unit directly
below it in the hierarchy. For example, documents belonging to each stakeholder type
are dictated by the source value. If the source is the World Bank, the document is
classified as a funder. If the source was Engineers Without Borders, the document
is classified as an engineer.
Six of the dimensions (location, stakeholder, document, project, economics, and
development) are nominal attributes, meaning their values cannot be meaningfully
ordered. For example, the five possible values for the nominal attribute region are
Africa, Asia, Americas, Europe, and Oceania. Time is an interval-scaled numeric
attribute because the values are represented by integers that can be ranked (e.g.,
2014 comes before 2019).
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Table 3.5: Data summary for documents representing the perspectives of four stakeholders in
international water and agriculture projects. Data distributions for ten of the dimension units are
located in Appendix C (individual country distribution is excluded).
Dimension Unit Description
Time Year Individual years from 2000 to 2019
Location
Continent Regions categorized into five continents (Americas, Europe,
Asia, Africa, Oceania)
Region Countries categorized into 22 regions†
Country Countries and territories as defined by United Nations†
(United Nations, 2019a)
Stakeholder
Stakeholder type The four types of perspectives categorized by document
source (engineer, funder, government, NGO)
Source Fifty-two sources to represent stakeholder perspectives
Document
Document tone Two types of documents that represent perspectives
(informal and formal)
Document type Twelve categories of informal documents (article, blog,
project profile, story) and formal documents (annual
review, case study, focus group, impact study, internal
assessment, plan, project report, special report)
Project Project type Two types of projects (water and agriculture)
Economics Income level Economic status of project country as defined by the World
Bank (World Bank, 2019c) (high, upper middle, lower
middle, low)
Development Urban/rural Distinguishing whether a project is in a more urban or rural
location
†A detailed breakdown of the location hierarchy can be found in Appendix G.4, G.5, G.6.
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Figure 3.3: Three-dimensional text cube visualizing data stored along the stakeholder, time, and
location dimensions.
3.3.1 Text Cube Example
To help visualize the structure and demonstrate the flexibility of data analysis with
text cubes, lets take three of the dimensions in the dataset: time, location, and
stakeholder. Each dimension occupies an axis that is made of cuboids or any subset
of the full data cube (Figure 3.3). Referring back to the schema hierarchy (Figure
3.2), at the highest level granularity the units of each axis are the highest level concept
for each dimension. The four columns on the x-axis (stakeholder) represent the set
of possible stakeholder type values (engineer, NGO, government, funder). Similarly,
the four rows on the y-axis (time) represent some of the possible year values (showing
2016 to 2019 ). The z-axis (location) is four of the five regions.
If I slice along different planes, I decrease the dimension by aggregating
information. Unlike data aggregation (e.g., summing along a column), text
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Figure 3.4: Visual demonstration of different aggregations of text cubes along the x-, y-, and
z-axes and the resulting 2-dimensional data representations.
aggregation does not combine the contents of documents, but it simplifies the
representation by grouping documents into larger collections. For example, if I slice
the stakeholder axis with a yz-plane (see Figure 3.4a-1), the view is simplified to a
2-dimensional representation of all funder documents according to time and
location (see Figure 3.4a-2). The same can be done on other axes. A slice of the
y-axis with an xz-plane (Figure 3.4b-1) gives all the documents for 2019 according
to location and stakeholder (Figure 3.4b-2). A slice of the z-axis with a xy-plane
(Figure 3.4c-1) gives all the documents involving Africa according to time and
stakeholder (Figure 3.4c-2).
Finer-grain analyses can be done by drilling down or moving to a more detailed
level of the concept hierarchy. The orange cube (from Figure 3.4 to Figure 3.5)
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Figure 3.5: Zooming into the highlighted orange cube (consistent with the cube from Figure 3.4)
shows its orientation within the higher-level data cube structure. The zoomed picture shows how
the axes change to reflect the finer detail that is shown. This example cube shows the values that
comprise the location, time, and stakeholder dimension units in the concept hierarchy. Units of
the orange cube (denoted as, for example, source: funder) read as sources from funder stakeholder
type.
shows the decomposition of the funder, 2019, and Africa components into lower-level
concepts. Note that the units of each axis have changed to reflect the values that are
shown. These are consistent with the concept hierarchy in Figure 3.2, wherein the
location dimension continent becomes region, in the time dimension year remains the
same, and in the stakeholder dimension, stakeholder type becomes source. The x-,
y-, and z- axes are now comprised of the sources that map to the funder stakeholder,
the year 2019, and the regions that map to the African continent, respectively.
Text cubes can be queried to find specific documents meeting a set of user-defined
terms. The (*) character represents an aggregation of the dimension in a query. For
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example, if positions correspond with axes (<x-axis, y-axis, z-axis>), querying <*,
*, *> on the text cube example returns the entire collection of documents. Querying
<funder, *, Africa> searches funder documents for projects done in Africa for all
values in time.
3.3.2 Derived Dimensions
As data is collected, some pieces of meta-data are directly obtained while others
are derived from specific attributes of the text or information collected along with
it. Items that are derivable include continent, region, country, country income level,
whether a project was based in an urban or rural area, and the general topic of
the project. These ultimately increase the flexibility of querying and add multiple
dimensions of available analysis to the database. The following subsections discuss
how these variables are derived. The accompanying pseudocode can be found in
Appendix F.
3.3.2.1 Location Characteristics
An algorithm is used to gather location-specific information from all of the scraped
text by searching for country, region, and continent keywords (Algorithm 5). This
is especially necessary for informal documents, like blog posts, that are not always
explicitly linked to a project and do not have any easy way to determine location
without reading through the content. The function (loc hier) searches within the
input text and outputs the country, region, and continent. Detection of a specific
country will automatically populate its corresponding region and continent.
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Detection of only a region will automatically populate the continent.
The function also classifies projects by economic income level, as determined by
the World Bank (The World Bank, 2019), based on the countries that are detected. If
more than one country is found, the text is categorized as more than one income level.
Finally, the algorithm also outputs the country code associated with the country,
region, or continent that appears most frequently in the text. This indicates the
most relevant country associated with the piece of text and is used to form the
unique IDs for each piece of text.
Similarly, using a keyword search for ’urban’ or ’rural,’ the type of community a
project is targeting can be recorded. The function (urban rural) takes in each piece
of text, searches for the keywords (urban or rural), and outputs the corresponding
matches (Algorithm 3). If neither of the keywords is found, then the entry is recorded
as not applicable.
3.3.2.2 Topic Characteristics
A keyword search is also used to determine which of the general topics the pieces
of text are centered around: water, agriculture, or both. The function (topic id)
searches for a list of water- or agricultural-related keywords (see Table 3.6) in the
text of each entry and outputs the corresponding topic match (Algorithm 4). If none
of the keywords are found, then the entry is recorded as not applicable.
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Table 3.6: List of keywords used to search for water or agriculture projects in topid id algorithm
Topic Keywords
water water, sanitation, hygiene
agriculture irrigation, crop, agriculture, farm, farmer, yield, harvest
3.3.3 Building the Stakeholder Evaluation Database
The methods of web and PDF scraping were used to create the Stakeholder
Evaluation Database (SED), a novel database of project-related text, including
evaluations, reports, blogs, and articles, from multiple stakeholder perspectives.
The database is organized by the seven dimensions and subsequent hierarchy
described in Table 3.5.
Two main algorithms, web to db (Algorithm 6 in Appendix F) and pdf to db
(Algorithm 7 in Appendix F), were developed to add text from web- or PDF-based
sources to the database. These algorithms automatically generate the derived
dimensions, generate unique IDs based on the derived dimensions or user-generated
data, and then save the meta-data as a comma-separated values (CSV) file and the
content as an individual text file.
A naming convention was created to uniquely identify each document in the CSV
file and link it to its corresponding text file. The protocol follows a sourceID-yearID-
countryCode-counter convention. The sourceID is generated based on the document
source and the stakeholder group it belongs to (Appendix G.2). All engineering,
funder, government, and NGO documents begin with one, two, three, and four,
respectively. The yearID is the last two digits of the year the document belongs to
(Appendix G.3). The countryCode is generated by the algorithm to represent the
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most relevant country in the document. The counter is used to number documents
within each stakeholder group starting at zero. It is an easy and flexible method of
ensuring no two documents are saved under the same name.
Both algorithms take in dictionaries that map information from user-generated
or scraped data to different data dimensions (see Appendix G.1, G.2), dictionaries
that map meta-data to the ID naming protocol (see Appendix G.2, G.3), stakeholder
counter values for the ID naming protocol, and a name for the exported CSV file.
The web to db algorithm also takes in a list of target urls, the name of the url source,
the type of document, and html indicators used in the web scrape algorithm. The
pdf to db algorithm also takes in the folder location of the PDF files and a list of the
names of the files (without extensions). The inputs and use of these algorithms are
explained in more detail in the accompanying files listed in Appendix D.
3.3.4 Querying the Stakeholder Evaluation Database
A graphical user interface (GUI) was created to help with the search and retrieval
of information from the SED. The GUI also has the option of running the
CaseOLAP algorithm (see Section 3.4) on the searched documents to return their
top representative phrases. The GUI allows a user to search by stakeholder,
document source, year, continent, region, country, income level, location
development (urban or rural), document tone, document type, or topic
({stakeholder, source, year, continent, region, country, income, urban/rural, tone,
type, topic}). The search follows OR logic within search dimension and AND logic
across search dimensions, allowing for combinations of searches to occur. For
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example, a query of {*, African Development Bank, [2016, 2017], *, Sub-Saharan
Africa, *, *, *, *, *, water}, where (*) represents all options along that dimension,
would return a selection of documents from the African Development Bank from
either 2016 or 2017 for projects in Sub-Saharan African countries related to water.
3.4 Representative Phrase Mining
This work uses the Context-Aware Semantic Online Analytical Processing
(CaseOLAP) holistic approach to phrase mining (Tao et al., 2016; Tao, 2017) to
mine representative phrases for each set of stakeholder documents in the SED. This
method outperforms other algorithms in both accuracy and precision of
phrase-based summarization (Tao et al., 2016). The algorithm takes in a collection
of text and finds the product of phrase integrity, popularity, and distinctiveness to
identify and rank key phrases from each stakeholder collection. Online analytical
processing (OLAP) is a common terminology to refer to data warehouse
management and its multidimensional analysis capabilities (Han et al., 2012).
How representative a phrase (p) is in a cell or collection of documents (c) is the
product of phrase integrity (int), phrase popularity (pop), and phrase distinctiveness
(dist). The representative phrase score (r) for a collection of documents is given by:
r(p, c) = int(p, c) ∗ pop(p, c) ∗ dist(p, c) (3.1)
Integrity is a measure that accounts for the grammatical structure of a phrase. An
integral phrase appears together more frequently than by random chance and is a
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Figure 3.6: Workflow for querying the Stakeholder Evaluation Database and finding
representative phrase scores r of phrases p in a collection c. The inputs for the CaseOLAP
algorithm are divided by integrity, popularity, and distinctiveness, the three measures used in the
calculation of r. The workflow shows functions in shaded boxes and variables in white boxes. The
textured, shaded boxes (AutoPhrase and CaseOLAP) denote the work of previous authors.
complete semantic unit. Popularity is a measure of how frequent a phrase appears in
a document. Distinctiveness is a measure that compares a phrases occurrence in the
document to its occurrence in a set of contrastive documents. Further information
regarding the details on the CaseOLAP algorithm can be found in Appendix E.
The CaseOLAP algorithm calculates the popularity and distinctiveness of phrases
p in a collection c based on information about the document collection and imports
the integrity scores based on the results of the AutoPhrase algorithm (Shang, 2019).
The workflow for running the algorithm (Figure 3.6) begins with querying the SED.
It follows the construction of the four inputs to CaseOLAP (freq data, selected docs,
context doc groups, global scores, see Table 3.7 for summary) divided into whether
they are used for integrity, popularity, or distinctiveness calculations.
The first part of the workflow uses the query function to identify the collection of
documents c matching a user-generated search and outputs a file combining the
content of the collection into one text file (combined docs). Next, the algorithm
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Table 3.7: Summary of variables used in CaseOLAP representative phrase mining algorithm
workflow, including the data type and structure.
Variable name Type Structure Description
combined docs .txt file Text of each document on a new line
of the file.
File combining the content of the
collection into one text file.
selected docs list [filename1, ... filenamen] File names generated by the return of
the query function.
quality score .txt file Ranked integrity score and phrase
separated with a tab on each line of
the file.
The output from AutoPhrase giving
ranked quality phrases and their
corresponding scores.
global scores dictionary {phrase1: integrity score1, ...
phrasen: integrity scoren}
The output from AutoPhrase
converted from .txt. to dictionary.
freq data dictionary {filename1: {phrase1: count, ...
phrasen: count}, ... filenamen
{phrase1: count, ... phrasen: count}}
Each documents’ phrases and the
number of times they appear.
context doc groups dictionary {set1: [filename11, ... filename1n],
... setn: [filenamen1, ...
filenamenn]}
Selected documents and a chosen set(s)
of sibling documents.
Note: The structure of the list and dictionary data types are specific to Python
uses AutoPhrase to parse the collection of documents c into phrases p and derive
integrity scores for each. The phrases and scores output by AutoPhrase
(quality score) are inputted into the global score finder function to build the
global scores variable. The popularity score uses freq data, which is built using
the freq data finder function to search and count the parsed list of quality
phrases from AutoPhrase (global scores) in each of the selected documents
(selected docs). The context doc groups is used to calculate phrase distinctiveness
by denoting the documents belonging to the output of the query and the sibling
documents, or documents differing by one search term. For example, if the analysis
is being run for the government stakeholder group, context doc groups would
contain a dictionary that has {government, funder, NGO, engineer} as keys and the
list of documents belonging to each of the government, funder, NGO, and engineer
groups as their corresponding values (see Figure 3.7 for an illustrative example). At
this iteration, context doc groups is user-defined for more specific comparisons or
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Figure 3.7: Two examples of sibling sets used to create the context doc groups variable for the
calculation of phrase distinctiveness in the CaseOLAP algorithm. The top example shows the set
of sibling documents (<funder>, <engineer>, <government>, <NGO>) for a query of the
stakeholder dimension. The bottom example shows the sibling set (funder,Africa, funder,Asia,
funderAmericas) of documents for a query of the continent within the funder stakeholder group.
defaults to the entire SED collection.
Due to the volume of text scraped and the variable formatting of the text collected,
specifically from PDF tables or other stylistic elements, some noise is created in the
returned phrases. Therefore, some extraneous parsed phrases need to be cleaned from
the final CaseOLAP output. At this iteration of the research, this is a manual process;
however, several rules are set to limit bias in identifying the top-n representative
phrases. Phrases that are plurals or subsets of other phrases (Line 10-11 and 12-
13 in Table 3.8.A) or are fragments (Line 4 and 6 in Table 3.8.A) are eliminated.
Phrases that are kept contain either an adjective-noun combination (Line 1, 2, 3, 6,
7 in Table 3.8.B), verb-noun (Line 5 in Table 3.8.B), or verb-verb combination (Line
4 in Table 3.8.B). Phrases that do not contain a noun (Line 7 in Table 3.8.A), are
just a combination of nouns (Line 9 in Table 3.8.A), or are a specific location (Line
14 in Table 3.8.A) are eliminated.
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Table 3.8: Example of CaseOLAP output (A) and how phrases are cleaned into representative





3 total project cost
4 in 2015








13 rural water supply
14 santa clara
B. Top-7 representative phrases
1 sustainable development
2 capacity building
3 total project cost
4 operation and maintenance
5 fetch water
6 financial incentives
7 rural water supply
3.5 Representative Phrase Mining Validation
To validate the representative phrase mining algorithm, I use a set of newspaper
article abstracts found in the ProQuest newspaper database (ProQuest - Basic
Search, 2019) for dates before and during the Ebola Outbreak in Sierra Leone,
which began in March 2014 (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2019).
The search term ’Sierra Leone’ was used to search through the archive of over 200
newspaper sources. The meta-data for the first 500 articles dating one year before
the Ebola outbreak (March 2013 - February 2014) and first 500 articles dating one
year post the beginning of the Ebola outbreak (March 2014 - February 2015) were
collected; however, only 274 and 267 of the pre- and post-Ebola articles,
respectively, contained abstracts in the meta-data. Representative phrases were
then found for each set and compared. I expect to find the presence of the Ebola
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Table 3.9: Top 5 representative phrases returned from 274 pre-Ebola newspaper article abstracts
and 267 post-Ebola newspaper article abstracts
Pre-Ebola Post-Ebola
1. war crimes health care
2. civil war civil war
3. child soldiers Ebola virus
4. health care new cases
5. special count world health
outbreak in articles after the outbreak occurs, indicating the algorithms sensitivity
to important information and events. Given that AutoPhrase and CaseOLAP
algorithms run best with large amounts of data and this example is relatively small,
the results still demonstrate the effectiveness of the workflow to pick up on the
Ebola outbreak (see Table 3.9). The algorithm also balances the prevalence of
Ebola in the news article abstracts with long-term topical items like the Sierra
Leonean civil war, which ended in 2002 but remains a prevalent topic during its
aftermath.
To test the algorithm on returning success metrics from documents in the
Stakeholder Evaluation Database (SED), I return to the literature on previously
cited success factors and criteria in development projects (Table 2.3). After finding
the top representative phrases for each stakeholder, I search for the cited success
factors and criteria, including variations (see Appendix H.1), in the lists to
categorize the metrics based on stakeholder. Searching for variations can help
account for any differentiation in phrasing within documents that may be missed in
the binary matching search. The search is limited to the top 2000 phrases in each
stakeholder list to focus on the most representative phrases, giving a better
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Figure 3.8: Phrase score distribution for each stakeholder group, showing the more representative
phrases falling in approximately the top 2000 phrases returned.
indication that the stakeholder focuses on the success factor or criteria rather than
being a passing comment. The number of top phrases included in the search is
verified by graphing the representative phrase scores r(p, c) to see their distribution
(Figure 3.8). Representative phrase scores follow a decreasing convex curve, an
indication that the top 2000 phrases capture the most relevant phrases while
phrases further to the right of this point are more likely to be general phrases or
vocabulary within document collections.
The results of the search for cited success factors and conditions within the
returned representative phrase lists of the engineer, funder, government, and NGO
stakeholders are presented in Section 4.2.
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3.6 Cosine Similarity
To quantitatively analyze the similarity between the representative phrases for each
stakeholder, the cosine similarity measure is used. This measure is used in
information retrieval by returning items with high similarity to the search term and
in document clustering by clustering documents by similarity score (Han et al.,
2012). The cosine of the angle between two vectors takes the dot product of two
vectors (~a, ~b) and divides them by the product of their magnitudes (Equation 3.2).
Two vectors that are more similar will have an angle closer to zero, which results in
a similarity value closer to one. A weighted version of cosine similarity is used to
give more weight to phrases ranked higher in the representative phrase list.




The weighted cosine similarity relies on the phrase frequency vectors (~a, ~b), which
are derived from the representative phrase lists of two comparison groups (A, B)
(see Figure 3.9, for example). A phrase frequency vector maps phrases p to their
corresponding phrase scores r in a Python dictionary. The unique phrases across
two comparison groups form the set of phrases R. To construct the phrase frequency
vectors, each phrase in R is searched for in A. If the phrase is found, then the value
r corresponding to the phrase p in A is added to the phrase frequency vector ~a. If
a phrase is not found, then the entry in ~a is a zero. This process is repeated for
B. Finally, the weighted cosine similarity is calculated following Equation 3.2. The
pseudocode for this process is shown in Algorithm 8 in Appendix F.
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Figure 3.9: Weighted cosine similarity example showing how phrase frequency vectors are built
from the representative phrases and phrase scores for two stakeholders.
To quantitatively compare stakeholders, cosine similarity analysis is run on the
top representative phrases for each combination of stakeholders. For example, the
representative phrases returned from the engineer stakeholder are compared to the
representative phrases returned from the funder stakeholder. The phrase frequency
vectors are derived from an increasing sample of the top phrases, meaning that the
top n phrases are compared across the two stakeholders, where n varies from x to
x. The similarity results are compared to the cosine similarity of phrases derived
from the same stakeholder as a reference. Each of the stakeholder datasets was
systematically split in half to retain even representation of sources and document
tone in each set. The results are presented in the following chapter (Section 4.3).
3.7 Qualitative Comparative Analysis
Qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) is a sociological method that evaluates the
causal relationship of conditions that lead to the desired outcome over many
instances of an event (Ragin, 1987). It is a method that brings together qualitative
and quantitative analysis by evaluating conditions with a crisp set (yes or no),
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multiple values (several discrete options), or fuzzy sets (range from 0 to 1 based on
membership). The judgment of the overall situation outcome is independent of the
individual conditions. For this project, the conditions are generated from the
phrases mined from the SED.
A QCA truth table is constructed to determine the necessity and sufficiency of
conditions and the combinations of pathways that lead to the desired outcome. A
necessary condition is a condition that must be present for a given outcome to be
observed. A sufficient condition is a condition that always produces the desired
outcome. In the small example, in Table 3.10, Condition 1 is a necessary condition
for a successful project outcome to be observed, while Condition 3 is a sufficient
condition.
Using Boolean minimization techniques, the pathways that lead to the desired
outcome are found and assessed based on consistency and coverage measures
(Ragin, 2008). Consistency measures the percent of pathways that lead to a
successful outcome; a high consistency score means that the set of solution
pathways are more likely to predict a successful outcome. Coverage measures the
percent of successful outcomes explained by the solution pathways; a high coverage
score means that the set of solution pathways can explain a large number of the
cases labeled as successful outcomes. A quick application of Boolean minimization
will result in Condition 3 being the most parsimonious pathway solution, with
coverage and consistency of 1.0. A more complex pathway solution would be:
∼Condition 2 * Condition 3
Condition 1 * Condition 3
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Table 3.10: An example of a binary truth table where conditions are generated from representative
phrase mining and their presence (1) or absence (0) is evaluated based on multiple stakeholder
perspectives. The overall project outcome is evaluated independently of the presence (or absence)




instancesCondition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3
1 1 1 1 3
1 1 0 0 2
1 0 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 3
0 1 0 0 2
0 0 0 0 2
1 0 0 - 0
0 1 1 - 0
This example shows the absence (∼) of condition 2 AND (∗) the presence of
condition 3 and the presence of both condition 1 AND (∗) condition 3 will lead to
the desired outcome. These pathways only predict successful outcomes, therefore the
consistency is 1.0. The pathways also account for all successful outcomes, therefore
the coverage is 1.0.
3.7.1 Qualitative Comparative Analysis Setup
QCA is validated using three datasets of project documentation labeled as either a
success or a failure for engineers, funders, and international non-governmental
organizations, respectively. A description and breakdown of the number of
documents labeled for this analysis is shown in Table 3.11. Each set of stakeholder
labeled data is broken into a training (80%) and testing dataset (20%) used first to
generate stakeholder specific models consisting of pathways to successful and failed
projects and then evaluated against how well the models perform using the testing
sets of data. This process is explained further in Section 3.7.2.
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For two stakeholders, funders and engineers, projects are evaluated by the
organization and labeled as varying degrees of success. Implementation Completion
Report Reviews are third-party reviews of the evaluations of World Bank projects
(World Bank, 2019a). They give a ranking on ’project performance’ and the ’risk
to development outcomes,’ or the risk that the outcomes of the project will not be
realized or maintained. A project is labeled as successful if its project performance
score, p ∈ [1, 6], is rated as moderately satisfactory and above (p ≥ 4), and its risk
to development score, r ∈ [1, 4], is rated as moderate and above (r ≥ 3). The
Planning, Measuring, Evaluation, and Learning (PMEL) program implemented for
Engineers Without Borders projects require project leaders to choose and track
metrics in three categories: project functionality, community capacity, and
maintenance (Martindale, 2014). Due to low variability in the other two categories
(less than 5% of responses indicate an unfavorable result), any project with
functionality scores in the range of 51%− 100% is labeled as successful. The failure
pool of the engineer labeled set is supplemented with the annual failure reports
written by Engineers Without Borders-Canada (EWB Canada, 2019b). A keyword
search for ’successful’ and ’failure’ is run to gather a small sample of labeled NGO
documents by identifying documents explicitly commenting on project
performance. This is checked manually to ensure that the terminology is being used
to comment on the entire project or is consistent with the tone of the document.
The collection of government documents in the Stakeholder Evaluation Database
focuses mainly on policy and development goal progress; therefore, they are not
conducive to labeling and are excluded from this portion of the analysis.
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Table 3.11: Description of labeled stakeholder data required for QCA testing. Documents are split
into an 80% training and 20% testing set. A description of how documents are classified as either
a success (s) or failure (f) are given, where p is the project performance score and r is the risk to
development score given to World Bank projects by independent reviewers (World Bank, 2006)
.
Stakeholder
Total Success Failure Definition
of successTrain Test Train Test Train Test
Engineer 49 36 13 s = f, if f ≥ 51%
40 9 30 6 10 3
Funder 110 90 20 s =
{
p, if p ≥ 4
r, if r ≥ 3
88 22 73 17 15 5
NGO 51 28 23 s = keyword search of
’successful’ and manual check
40 11 20 8 20 3
Explicit project outcome labeling is difficult to find, and, when available, it is
arduous to collect and clean data into a cohesive format. The Project Performance
Database (Honig, 2018) attempts to reconcile project performance for several funder
stakeholders, but this has yet to be found for a larger pool of project participants
that extend beyond one stakeholder type. For this reason, the validation is limited
to this small test set for proof of concept and will be extended in future iterations of
the work when more data becomes available. It is also notable that I am choosing to
rely on self-evaluation of projects to provide a baseline of how different stakeholders
determine and perceive project success.
3.7.2 Qualitative Comparative Analysis Implementation
For clarity, the implementation of QCA will be explained for the engineering
stakeholder only. The QCA conditions for the engineer model through the
CaseOLAP representative phrase algorithm using the engineer training dataset
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documents. The resulting representative phrases are cleaned following the rules
outlined in Section 3.4, and the top 25 are used. Using Python, the engineer
training dataset documentation is mined for the presence of the top 25 conditions.
The result, a truth table, is imported into the fs/QCA software (Ragin, 2010;
Ragin & Davey, 2016), where the necessity and sufficiency of each condition are
determined. A completely necessary phrase must be present for a positive outcome
to occur, and if a completely sufficient phrase is present, a positive outcome will
occur.
Due to the number of possible combinations following 2n, the number of
conditions in the QCA pathway analysis must be reduced from the original set.
Conditions for the engineer and NGO models use the top ten representative phrases
while the funder model used only the top six conditions. Only six conditions were
chosen because the large training set for funders increases the possibility of
inconsistencies, which becomes more challenging to resolve as more conditions are
introduced. The use of representative phrases as a baseline of conditions is
supported by a linearly increasing relationship between how representative a phrase
is and necessity (Figure 3.10), showing the more representative a phrase is, the
more likely it is to be necessary for a successful outcome to occur. This results in
the top representative phrases, including several (if not all) of the highest necessary
conditions. It also adds the future flexibility of generating models based on
representative phrase output without requiring labeled data to identify necessary
conditions. Once representative phrases are identified, domain knowledge can also
be incorporated to reduce and select conditions, which is consistent with classic
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Figure 3.10: Scatter plot depicting the three-way relationship between representative phrase score,
necessity, and sufficiency scores for engineer, funder, and NGO. A phrases necessity and
sufficiency show a positive linear relationship while representative phrase score and necessity show
a linearly increasing relationship. Representative phrase score and sufficiency do not show a
significant relationship.
QCA, where conditions are identified based on expert-knowledge or theory (Ragin,
1987; A. Davis et al., 2019).
The process is repeated for the funder and NGO training datasets, and the
resulting conditions are chosen from the top representative phrases (Table 3.12).
The number of conditions used is dependent on both the number of projects in the
training set and the consistency of the language across the documents. A large
sample of projects combined with variability in the language across those
documents can result in contradictions. Contradictions are when the same
combination of present and absent conditions lead to opposite outcomes. The
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Table 3.12: The top 10 representative phrases for the engineer, funder, and NGO training
document collections show similarities and differences across the three groups.
Engineer Funder NGO
1. community member project management water supply
2. water supply water supply clean water
3. water committee appraisal estimate water point
4. water quality water quality water systems
5. travel team task team drinking water
6. flow rate water resources open defecation
7. implementation trip discount rate spare parts
8. storage tank economic growth hand washing
9. clean water capacity building safe water
10. drinking water poverty reduction primary school
engineer, funder, and NGO models use ten, six, and ten conditions, respectively.
Conditions used for the engineer model center around characteristics and technical
aspects of water projects (water supply, water quality, flow rate, clean water,
drinking water), travel and project phases (travel team, implementation trip),
project sustainability (water committee, storage tank), and project recipients
(community member). Conditions used for the funder model also center around
characteristics and technical aspects of water projects (water supply, water quality,
water resources), along with language about the project process (project
management, task team) and funding (appraisal estimate). Conditions used for the
NGO model again center around characteristics and technical aspects of water
projects (water supply, water point, clean water, water system, drinking water, safe
water), health and broader impact (open defecation, hand washing, primary
school), and project sustainability (spare parts).
To determine pathways leading to successful outcomes the truth table of the top
six or ten conditions, depending on the stakeholder, is minimized using the fs/QCA
software which uses the Quine-McCluskey Boolean minimization algorithm (Ragin &
Davey, 2016). The same minimization is then run to determine pathways leading to
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Figure 3.11: Consistency and coverage scores for trained QCA pathway models for both success
and failure outcomes and compared across engineers, funders, and NGOs.
failure outcomes. The resulting success and failure pathways for all three stakeholders
(Table 3.13) include the AND (∗) combination of condition and either the presence or
absence (∼) of conditions. For example, the second successful engineering pathway
reads, ’the presence of community member AND absence of drinking water results
in a successful outcome.’
How well the pathway models fit their respective training data is measured by
consistency and coverage (Figure 3.11). Overall, all three models of success pathways
fit their respective training data with an average of 96.4% consistency and 93.9%
coverage, meaning that, on average, the models predict a successful outcome as
successful 96.4% and account for 93.9% of all successful outcomes. Similarly, the
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Table 3.13: QCA success and failure pathway output for the training data of engineer, funder, and





community member ∗ ∼drinking water
community member ∗ ∼travel team
water quality ∗ ∼drinking water
flow rate ∗ ∼clean water
flow rate ∗ storage tank
community member ∗ water committee ∗ ∼flow rate ∗ clean water
Failure
pathway
∼community member ∗ ∼water quality ∗ ∼flow rate
travel team ∗ ∼flow rate ∗ ∼implementation trip ∗ storage tank




∼project management∗ ∼task team
∼water quality ∗ ∼task team ∗ ∼water resources
∼appraisal estimate ∗ ∼water quality ∗ ∼task team
∼water supply ∗ ∼appraisal estimate ∗ water quality
∼water supply ∗ appraisal estimate ∗ task team
appraisal estimate ∗ water quality ∗ task team
water supply ∗ appraisal estimate ∗ water resources
project management ∗ task team ∗ water resources
Failure
pathways
project management ∗ ∼water supply ∗ water quality ∗ water resources





open defecation ∗ primary school
clean water ∗ ∼water systems
∼water systems ∗ drinking water
∼water point ∗ drinking water
∼safe water ∗ primary school
open defecation ∗ ∼hand washing ∗ ∼safe water
Failure
pathway
water systems ∗ ∼drinking water
water supply ∗ ∼drinking water ∗ ∼primary school
water point ∗ water systems ∗ ∼open defecation
hand washing ∗ ∼safe water ∗ ∼primary school
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failure models predict a failure correctly, on average, 98.3% of the time but account
for only about 66.1% of cases. The funder model explains most of the lower coverage,
an indication that, on top of having very few failure documents to train on, the
projects were very diverse in their content and language despite being from the same
source.
The project documentation for the testing set is similarly mined to construct a
truth table based on the conditions identified during training to test the models. Each
testing project is then tested against the identified success and failure pathways and
labeled accordingly. If a project satisfies both a success and failure pathway, it is
labeled based on the maximum number of pathways it satisfies. If it is a tie or the
project satisfies neither set of pathways, then it is left unlabeled. The new label is
compared to the actual label for each project, and the accuracy, precision, recall,
and coverage is calculated (Figure 3.12). Model accuracy is a measure of recognition
or the percentage of how many true successes and true failures are labeled correctly.
Model precision is a measure of exactness, or how many projects labeled as success
are true successes. Recall is a measure of completeness or the percentage of true
successes that are correctly labeled. Model coverage (consistent with the coverage
score from above) is a measure of how well the model represents the data or the
percentage of testing data that can be explained and labeled by the model.
These models, used to predict outcomes in the testing datasets, indicate that the
models are identifying useful patterns in the documentation. This identification may
be most notable for the NGO models, which are trained and tested on data from
multiple sources within the same stakeholder group, demonstrating that there is a
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Figure 3.12: The accuracy, precision, recall, and coverage of testing QCA pathway models on their
respective stakeholder groups show the models perform well on the test sets and cover the
majority of cases.
level of consistency in language across the broader stakeholder group. The remainder
of this analysis will build upon this initial implementation in a comparison across
stakeholders and application to a more extensive set of documents in the Stakeholder
Evaluation Database.
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3.8 Predicting Project Outcomes on Unlabeled
Data
A weighted sum approach is used to use the qualitative comparative analysis success
and failure pathways to predict on the broader Stakeholder Evaluation Database
(SED). The outcomes of the remaining unlabeled documents from the sources used
to form the training and testing sets for the engineer, funder, and NGO stakeholders
were predicted based on their satisfaction with the success and failure pathways. In
other words, the phrases comprising the success and failure pathways are used as
keywords to search each document in this larger, unlabeled dataset. A truth table
is constructed, and the number of pathways that are satisfied is calculated. The
weighted outcome (Equation 3.3) determines a prediction based on the difference
between the number of success pathways satisfied s normalized by the total number
of success pathways ns and the number of failure pathways satisfied f normalized by










The weighted outcome, therefore, is bounded between -1 and 1, where a project
receiving a score of 1 would be a complete success and a project receiving a score of
-1 would be a complete failure. Values in between these bounds indicate a varying
degree of success or failure, with positive values indicating more successful projects
and negative values indicating more unsuccessful projects. This measure was
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This chapter presents the evidence supporting my hypothesis that different
stakeholders define and evaluate success differently in international engineering
projects. Following the methods outlined in the previous chapter, I attempt to
prove this, using both quantitative and qualitative methods. More specifically,
representative phrases are analyzed within each stakeholder to provide insights into
the values of each stakeholder group. These phrases are then compared across
stakeholders using cosine similarity. A subset of data labeled as successes or
failures is analyzed using qualitative comparative analysis to show necessary and
sufficient conditions for stakeholder success. An initial attempt at defining specific
pathways, or combinations of conditions, leading to success and failure, is also
presented. Finally, the success and failure pathways are used to predict outcomes
for the engineer, funder, and NGO stakeholders on a large set of unlabeled
documents in the Stakeholder Evaluation Database to analyze broader perceptions
of project success.
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4.1 Representative Phrase Mining and
Comparison of Stakeholders
The Stakeholder Evaluation Database (SED) allows us to query along the
stakeholder dimension and generate representative phrases using CaseOLAP
algorithms for each stakeholder group (see Section 3.4). Phrases act as a
representation of stakeholder values, as determined by the written documentation
from each of their sources introduced in Section 3.1. I want to agnostically
determine how stakeholders document and evaluate their project performance by
analyzing the top phrases returned from the CaseOLAP algorithm (see Section 3.4)
for each of the four stakeholder groups. The top 10 phrases (Table 4.1) show the
most representative phrases of the text gathered for each stakeholder. It can be
observed just from the top 10 phrases that there appear to be general topic
patterns that are consistent with the expertise of each stakeholder. This reinforces
that the algorithm is identifying phrases distinct to each subset of documents and
that there is a noticeable difference across groups. The engineering group is made
up of phrases illustrating the various phases in the project process, especially those
defined by Engineers Without Borders projects (EWB USA, 2019b). These project
phases also refer to the travel and post-travel documentation that is necessary for
each group. The funder group shows interest in overall project budget and
performance. Their phrases center around proper project management and
strategy. The government phrases are not as focused and touch on issues of health,
social justice, and the environment. The NGO group includes the most water and
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Table 4.1: Top 10 representative phrases for the full engineer, funder, government, and NGO
document collections, respectively.
Engineer Funder Government NGO
1. travel team executing agency human rights ripple effect
2. monitoring trip appraisal estimate civil society safe drinking water
3. assessment trip closing date communicable disease hand dug wells
4. implementation trip total project cost gender equality fetch water
5. student chapter project completion report international cooperation hand pump
6. engineering change evaluation report social protection sand dam
7. chapter member economic analysis maternal mortality rate spring protection
8. storage tank actual cost reproductive health global water crisis
9. faculty advisor loan covenants future generations rainwater catchment tank
10. engineering project project objectives greenhouse gas displacement camp
project-specific language. Their phrases relate to project motivation, along with
technical details and project specifications.
Additionally, the top 150 representative phrases are mapped as word clouds, with
the size of each bubble proportional to the representative phrase score (Figure 4.1),
to show connectivity and phrase score distributions across each stakeholder. The
government and funder clouds being separate shows that the stakeholders do not
share any of their top 150 phrases while engineer and NGO share team member and
water committee. The size of the connected bubbles indicates that these phrases
have lower representative phrase scores. The variation in bubble size for engineer
and NGO shows that the phrase scores span a broader range than the funder and
government phrases. This indicates that government and funder documents contain
more highly representative phrases, while engineer and NGO have a more focused set
of highly representative phrases. For reference, word cloud representations containing
the top 25 representative phrases for each stakeholder is located in Appendix H.
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Figure 4.1: Word cloud depicting the top 150 representative phrases for the full set of engineer,
funder, government, and NGO documents. The size of the bubbles refers to how representative
each phrase is.
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4.2 Redefining Critical Success Factors and
Criteria by Stakeholder
The representative phrases returned by each stakeholder provide quantitative
evidence to validate the notion that phrases differ across stakeholders. It also
provides an opportunity to return to the previous literature that identifies critical
success factors and conditions in development projects (Table 2.3) and categorize
them by stakeholder. Recall that a success factor is defined to be a key metric or
objective of a project required for project success. Success criteria are defined to be
characteristics of the project or its environment that enable a project to be
successful. These may not be clear project objectives but are critical to be aware of
and to account for throughout the project.
The results are presented as a matrix according to stakeholder, color mapped
by representative phrase score r(p, c), and divided into categories consistent with
the naming in Table 2.3 (Figure 4.2). The search results return the representative
phrase score r(p, c) of any matched phrase, which allows a comparison of not only
the presence or absence of the success metrics but the magnitude in which each
stakeholder values them. The results are also limited to the top 2000 phrases for
each stakeholder to focus on the most representative phrases and limit the number
of noisy phrases that may not be as related to stakeholder values (see Figure 3.8 for
justification).
The results show that 33% of cited success factors or criteria are found in this
subset of stakeholder representative phrases. If we extend this search to all
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Figure 4.2: Matrix depicting success factors (denoted with *) and criteria, as defined in Table 2.3,
mentioned in the representative phrases generated for engineer, funder, government, and NGO
stakeholders. The color mapping corresponds to the representative phrase score of each matched
success factor and criteria. A full list of search terms, including phrasing variations, can be found
in Appendix H.1.
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representative phrases returned for each stakeholder the percentage grows to 71%
an indication that the algorithm is identifying success conditions and criteria, but
that some factors or conditions may be less valuable to stakeholders than initially
reported.
Revisiting these cited critical success conditions also adds a notable contribution to
the literature on development project management by singling out which stakeholders
are being satisfied by each success factor. It also shows how stakeholders relate to
one another, how much they are valuing certain conditions, and provides information
into which stakeholders opinions are being represented in past research on success
condition identification.
There is the most alignment between funders and governments (43.5%), closely
followed by engineers and governments (42.1%) and engineers and funders (41.2%).
All stakeholders match on impact ; however, the definition and evaluation of impact
can vary drastically across the four groups. Engineers match on success factors
that are closely related to system design and implementation. This demonstrates
that the stakeholder group, most often working as middlemen within the project,
is focused on the tangible outcome of the project. Funders and governments match
on success factors that are indicative of the larger projects that they undertake and
the leading role they play in their management. They take into account several
success criteria, focusing on authority, corruption, political instability, and risk as
potential roadblocks. They may also seek to adhere to other development objectives
(environmental impact) and promote diversity and inclusion of minority populations
(minority participation). NGOs match on success factors that are specific to project
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implementation (impact) and sustainability (maintenance, sustainability, user fees)
as well as success criteria that indicate a desire to serve in areas of unrest (security
of stakeholders, war and revolution).
More generally, the analysis of these matched success factors gives an idea of
which stakeholders have the most influence in defining and evaluating project success.
Looking back at our proposed relationship of stakeholder influence and importance
(Figure 2.1), the funders and governments are the most represented in success factors
being deemed necessary by past research. In large development projects, this is
necessary to ensure that allocated funds are appropriately used and progress is made;
however, by recognizing that not all stakeholders within these projects operate under
the same requirements and objectives, we can understand that success is relative to
who is defining it.
4.3 Cosine Similarity of Stakeholder
Representative Phrases
To quantitatively assess the similarity of phrases across each stakeholder, the cosine
similarity is calculated (see Section 3.6) for an increasing sample of the top
representative phrases for each combination of stakeholders (Figure 4.4). Cosine
similarity is measured on a scale between zero and one, with one being completely
similar. A comparison to the cosine similarity of representative phrases found in
mutually exclusive sets within the same stakeholder group determines what
constitutes meaningful similarity (or dissimilarity). It can be assumed that the
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Figure 4.3: Cosine similarity between representative phrases from a stakeholder’s labeled training
data and representative phrases from the unlabeled data matching the same search criteria such
that the two sets are mutually exclusive. The similarity across the comparison increases along the
y-axis.
similarity scores across these two mutually exclusive sets should provide a
reasonable baseline to compare to the cross-stakeholder similarity measures. The
results (Figure 4.3) show that within the same stakeholder there is an average
similarity of 0.642 across all three comparisons and a range that averages from
0.713 and 0.514.
The similarity of the results from each stakeholder’s full collection of documents
is calculated starting at the top representative phrase and increasing to include the
top 2000 phrases to limit the search to the most meaningful phrases (see Figure 3.8
for reasoning). The results (Figure 4.4) show that it takes about 150 top phrases
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to begin registering any similarity between groups. Engineers and NGOs show the
most similarity, increasing to just around 0.12. Engineers show, on average, the
most similarity with the other three groups. This aligns with the fact that engineers
are often employed by or act as contractors to the other three groups. Governments
and NGOs, the least similar, are 12 times more dissimilar than Engineers and NGOs.
This may be a product of NGOs and government being intentionally separate entities,
where the NGOs in this analysis are focused very heavily on water and sanitation,
while the government is more broadly focused on national development progress.
Even comparing to the average similarity in the comparison, the across stakeholder
scores do not register as being meaningfully similar.
4.4 Qualitative Comparative Analysis of Labeled
Stakeholder Data
To further explore the differences in stakeholders, a subset of labeled data (either
success or failure) for the engineer, funder, and NGO stakeholder groups (see Section
3.7.1 for procedure) is analyzed to evaluate trends in phrases associated with project
outcomes. Following the method outlined in Section 3.7.2, truth tables are generated
by searching for the presence of the top 25 representative phrases of the engineer,
funder, and NGO training datasets, respectively (see Appendix H.2). The truth
tables (see Appendix H.4, H.5, H.6) are analyzed for a successful outcome and,
using the fs/QCA software (Ragin & Davey, 2016), the degree to which a phrase is
necessary and sufficient for a successful outcome can be determined (Ragin & Davey,
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Figure 4.4: Cosine similarity between stakeholders for an increasing number of top representative
phrases. Each stakeholder’s top representative phrases generated from their full set of documents
in the Stakeholder Evaluation Database are compared to the other stakeholders. The similarity
across the comparison increases along the y-axis.
2016).
Figure 4.5 shows the relative differences between necessity scores and sufficiency
scores of the phrases used in the QCA pathway analysis as well as the connectivity
of phrases between this subset of stakeholders. Engineer and funder phrases tend to
be more necessary and more sufficient than NGO phrases. This can be attributed
to the variety of sources in the NGO training set that result in a more extensive
document vocabulary, which must align to find highly necessary and sufficient
phrases. Community members, project management, and water supply are the most
representative for each engineer, funder, and NGO, respectively, highlighting social,
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logistical, and technical aspects of projects. Community members being the most
necessary and highly sufficient phrase shows the importance of consulting and
recognizing project recipients as an integral part of a project. The fact that the
presence of community members is so highly associated with project success is
strong evidence to support their inclusion in project decision making.
Using the pathway models trained and tested in Section 3.7.2, I want to see how the
models predict different stakeholder data. These predictions indicate of how project
success varies across stakeholders by comparing the actual outcome of a project to the
prediction made by each of the stakeholders’ success pathway models. Predictions
are determined by a weighted sum of the number of pathways they satisfy divided
by the total number of pathways. For example, a project satisfying one out of eight
(+1/8) success pathways and one out of two failure (−1/2) pathways would receive
a value of −0.375, indicating a moderate overall project failure.
The models are tested for how well they predict their own outcomes by running
a Pearson correlation test (Table 4.2). Engineer and NGO predictions of their own
outcomes are highly correlated, indicating well-performing models. Funders also
show a significant correlation, although less strong than the other two. This could
be an indication that funders must satisfy a more diverse range of objectives related to
a larger repertoire of projects, resulting in greater difficulty finding relationships and
consistency in outcomes. Conversely, the strong correlation shown by the engineer
and NGO models may be due to more objective metrics and narrower project scope.
Next, how well the outcomes align across stakeholders is tested. Again, a
Pearson correlation test is performed, but comparing the predicted outcomes of
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Figure 4.5: Word clouds depicting the degree to which a phrase is necessary (top) and sufficient
(bottom) engineer, funder, NGO representative phrases. A larger bubble reflects a phrase that is
either more necessary or more sufficient for a successful outcome to occur. A full list of values is
in Appendix H.3.
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each stakeholder to predictions made by the other two stakeholders’ success and
failure pathways. The results show no significant correlation between any
stakeholders except the funders predicting engineer outcomes, which is significant
at a 10% confidence interval but has a negative coefficient. The coefficient sign
indicates that the relationship between outcomes is actually in the opposite
direction, while the remaining comparisons have orthogonal definitions of success.
These results support the hypothesis that stakeholders evaluate project outcomes
differently. It moves beyond comparing solely the most representative phrases that
stakeholders use, which may understandably differ amongst them. Predicting
outcomes of projects from differing perspectives shows that stakeholders the
documentation of stakeholders in not conscious of other stakeholders, and the same
success patterns for one stakeholder do not hold for the others.
This methodology can be extended to build a model that better predicts
outcomes across all stakeholders by using the combined top representative phrases
from each stakeholder. QCA is then run to determine a new set of combined
stakeholder success and failure pathways. The model uses the top three
representative phrases from the individual stakeholder’s training data
representative phrases plus a duplicate found in all three stakeholders’ top phrases
(water supply), for a total of ten phrases (see Appendix H.7 for a full list of
pathways and phrases). This results in a weakly significant but positive
relationship, better than any of the individual models predicting outcomes other
than their own.
Similarly, the percentage of correctly predicted success and failures for each of
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Table 4.2: Pearson correlation results between the actual project outcome and model predictions
from the corresponding stakeholder pathways (top), between the model predictions and
predictions made by the pathways of the other two stakeholders (middle), and between the actual
outcomes and a combined stakeholder model (bottom).




Engineer actual - Engineer model 0.865 1e-15***
NGO actual - NGO model 0.859 3e-13***
Funder actual - Funder model 0.228 0.039**




Engineer predict - Funder model -0.266 0.065*
Engineer predict - NGO model -0.088 0.616
Funder predict - Engineer model -0.041 0.725
Funder predict - NGO model 0.038 0.785
NGO predict - Engineer model 0.223 0.160
NGO predict - Funder model 0.086 0.589




All actual - Combined model 0.367 0.054*
*: significant at p < 0.1; **: significant at p < 0.05; ***: significant at p < 0.01
these three variations (within stakeholder prediction, across stakeholder prediction,
combined stakeholder prediction) is found. Across stakeholder predictions are
counted when all three stakeholders (for example, engineer model predicting
engineer outcome, funder model predicting engineer outcome, and NGO model
predicting engineer outcome) predict success or failure. The results (Table 4.3)
show the discrepancy in project success when multiple stakeholders judge the
outcome versus the actual project outcome as determined by the stakeholder
writing the evaluation. If project success for engineers, funders, and NGOs were
judged across all stakeholder’s individual definitions of success, the success rate
would drop by 52.8%, 90.5%, and 23.7%, respectively. If a combined definition of
success were used, the success rate would only drop by 16.7% and 19.9% for
engineers and funders but would increase by 25% for NGOs. The combined
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Table 4.3: Comparison of how well three different model variations correctly predict successes and
failures. Column A refers to the prediction of outcomes using each stakeholder’s own pathway
model. Column B refers to the prediction of outcomes based on models from all stakeholders. All
stakeholders must predict success (or failure) to count towards the calculation of the percentage of
predicted successes (failures). Column C refers to the prediction of outcomes using the































Engineer 100% 66.7% 47.2% 0% 83.3% 0%
Funder 58.8% 0% 5.56% 0% 47.1% 0%
NGO 37.5% 100% 28.6% 0% 50.0% 100%
stakeholder pathway is a hypothetical attempt at seeing what would happen if
stakeholders were more conscious of other stakeholders and project objectives
overlapped. It provides encouraging results that support an increase in
communication of stakeholders and acknowledgment of other potential objectives
and motivations.
These results also show that most projects would not be deemed failures if judged
by more than one stakeholder or by a combined definition of failure. This may be
an artifact of the lack of acknowledgment and transparency of failed projects within
stakeholder documentation, reflected in the number of failure documents being 26.7%
(n = 56) of the total labeled documents. Even so, there are many ways in which a
project can fail, which is accompanied by diverse language that may not be easily
recognized by the algorithms employed in this analysis. Success, however, is defined
and accompanied by metrics that delineate the objectives. It is much easier to
recognize these patterns, bounded in some set of stakeholder objectives, rather than
to pick up on small, random externalities that may cause the downfall of a project.
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4.5 Qualitative Comparative Analysis as a
Predictive Tool
Predictions can be made about the outcomes of unlabeled project documents in the
Stakeholder Evaluation Database (SED) using the success and failure pathways
derived from the qualitative comparative analysis in Section 4.4. The success and
failure pathway models for each stakeholder are used to predict only unlabeled
documents within the same set of sources used in the training of the models. A
weighted outcome is also used to allow for a document to satisfy multiple success
and failure pathways. A positive weighted outcome represents a more successful
project, a negative weighted outcome represents a more failed project, with 1 and
-1 being the upper and lower bounds and referring to complete success or complete
failure, respectively (see Section 3.8 for details).
The results, presented as histograms, show the distribution of scores for the models
predicting on their respective sets of unlabeled documents (Figures 4.6, 4.7, 4.8).
The engineer model predictions are right-skewed towards predicting projects as more
failed than successful (Figure 4.6). This may be because engineers have more easily
measured project metrics that can be reported on in the documentation. Engineers,
who may work directly with or closely with project implementors and recipients, are
also more likely to be aware of any issues present in the project.
The funder model predictions are left-skewed towards predicting almost solely that
projects are at least slightly successful. This may be due to the lack of projects that
are reported to have performed poorly, resulting in a small failure training set for
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Figure 4.6: Distribution of weighted outcomes predicted by the engineer success and failure
pathway models on a set of 111 unlabeled documents. A positive weighted outcome indicates a
more successful project, while a negative weighted outcome indicates a more failed project.
the funder model (Figure 4.7). Funders are more insulated to the project process,
most often performing administrative tasks, which can result in them being further
removed from the project. There is risk attached to the investments of funders that
places high stakes on projects producing positive outcomes, so there is a disincentive
to reporting on less favorable outcomes.
The NGO model predictions are the least skewed of the three stakeholders and
are centered tightly around zero, with most projects being predicted to be slightly
successful. The high density of scores close to zero may be an indication that there
is a disparity in the definitions of success and failure across the NGOs that were
sampled for this analysis. Overall, the three stakeholder distributions offer insight
into each group’s perception of project success and failure.
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of weighted outcomes predicted by the funder success and failure
pathway models on a set of 323 unlabeled documents. A positive weighted outcome indicates a
more successful project, while a negative weighted outcome indicates a more failed project.
Figure 4.8: Distribution of weighted outcomes predicted by the NGO success and failure pathway
models on a set of 2270 unlabeled documents. A positive weighted outcome indicates a more




This study analyzes stakeholder documents to find evidence of a mismatch of
stakeholder objectives that underlies international water projects. I find that there
is an inter-stakeholder difference in how projects are documented, evaluated, and
presented to wider audiences through representative phrase, cosine similarity, and
qualitative comparative analyses. This analysis also introduces a Stakeholder
Evaluation Database of project evaluations stored along multiple dimensions that
can be used to bring perspectives (competing or aligning) to the forefront of project
implementation. Together, this provides a novel dataset and methodology to
support previous work in identifying project success factors (Pinto & Slevin, 1987;
Lim & Zain, 1999; Diallo & Thuillier, 2005; Ika, Diallo, & Thuillier, 2012),
stakeholder dynamics (Turner & Zolin, 2012; Rahman & Giessen, 2017), and
international project management (Biggs & Smith, 2003; Golini et al., 2015).
Creating a versatile warehouse structure is a crucial step to ensure that data are
accessible for this and any future research. The database is structured in a way
that can support more specific analyses, allowing for further spatial and temporal
refinement. It is easily expanded to include, for example, reactions or opinions
directly from project recipients or local opinions (see Appendix B.2). While there
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are inherent biases involved in formal reporting, blog posting, and story generation,
gathering perfectly candid perspectives is not necessarily the intent of this research.
Understanding how projects are perceived within an organization and portrayed to
a cohort of project affiliates or organization followers is a more accurate measure of
how future project practitioners can cater to and address the specific needs of their
colleagues.
The documents collected in the SED are analyzed using representative phrase
mining, taking highly ranked representative phrases to be indicative of stakeholder
preferences and priorities in project objectives. This analysis showed an initial
discrepancy between top-ranked phrases from engineers, funders, governments, and
NGOs. Engineers prioritize travel and project organization, funders prioritize
project returns and management, governments prioritize broad development
objectives, and NGOs prioritize motivation and technical details. These differences
are quantified using cosine similarity, which shows that it takes over 150 top
phrases for stakeholders to register any similarity and fall way below the average
similarity of documents within the same stakeholder group. Representative phrases
and labeled project outcome data are used to determine how different stakeholders
define success. Using these pathways to predict outcomes within and across
stakeholders, I find no significant correlation between actual outcomes and the
predicted outcomes when stakeholders predict the outcomes of projects other than
their own. This indicates that success is not broadly constructed to include
objectives outside of the evaluatory stakeholder. This leads to success rates being
on average 56% higher than if projects were judged based on the objectives of
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multiple stakeholders. While these preliminary findings are supportive of the
hypothesis, future analyses would benefit from a larger sample of labeled data and
the inclusion of more stakeholder perspectives. This would allow for a more
accurate picture of the stakeholder landscape and stronger identification of success
and failure pathways.
Overall, it can be concluded that defining success is a tedious and challenging task
that varies across stakeholders. There is also heterogeneity within stakeholder groups
that would suggest definitions could be further refined depending on the organization
or agency. The methods presented allow the flexibility for further refinement to help
close the feedback loop in stakeholder communication and give practitioners a tool to
provide better, more-suitable technology and innovation that serves the full range of
stakeholders in a project. Engineers, who often act within other stakeholder groups,
may possess enough influence over project decisions to act as mediators between
funders, NGOs, and project recipients.
While this study is a focused look at water and agriculture, issues of differing
perspectives, expectations, and metrics are not limited to water projects. The
feedback gap between stakeholders is a recurrent problem in all types of
development interventions, and these insights are likely to be broadly applicable.
There is value in this approach to help development actors understand the lack of
overlap between stakeholders views and, ideally, give them a tool to bring clarity to




The long term goal of this work is to provide a proactive method of recognizing
multiple project stakeholder perspectives and providing actionable information to
support project sustainability. This requires a strong basis for understanding the
perspectives of different key stakeholders in projects. This analysis provides the
foundation for this, and future work will attempt to extend both the methods and
results towards the overall goal.
One key component of this work was the data collection process and constructing
the Stakeholder Evaluation Database. The Stakeholder Evaluation Database is a
living repository of documents. A list of future additions to the database can be
found in Appendix B.2, but this is not a comprehensive list of all the documents
that fit the nature of the database. A critical addition that needs to be made to
the database is the recipient community perspective. One potential source is using
local news coverage to get opinions closer to the recipient community. To add to
the functionality of the database, adding more dimensions and search criteria within
the meta-data structure is essential. By employing more advanced topic mining
algorithms on the raw text, better information can be drawn directly from the source.
This includes labeling documents as successes and failures based on the document
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language to create more significant training and testing sets and refine the success
and failure pathways.
This work provides a framework for synthesizing text information and comparing
the results across multiple perspectives. Further refinement of the method can allow
project practitioners to use data to evaluate the perceptions of their project partners
using the partner’s past project documentation to be better informed about critical
objectives, obstacles, or insights. This type of proactive project approach should
be researched in future iterations of the work. Collecting data on the evaluation of
one project from multiple stakeholder perspectives will also be the focus of future
research to refine results further.
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Appendix A
Success Factor and Condition
Interpretation
Table A.1: Detailed citations for success factors (in bold) and conditions accompanied by
clarifying questions posed as either proactive information retrieval (success conditions) or
retroactive evaluations (success factors).




Do differing backgrounds of project stakeholders pose a threat
to project progress? How can they be rectified?
M, N
ethnic relationships Are there strong relationships (either positive or negative)
with major ethnic groups in the project area?
F, T
minority participation Were minority groups (i.e. ethnic/caste/gender) included in
the project process?
F
project environment Do stakeholders have an understanding of the project
environment (cultural, social, political, etc.)?
F
religion What are the religious affiliations in the project area? F
Economic
asset transfer Were the project assets and finances settled after completion? N
competition Is there competition to the project? Who does the
competition benefit?
F
cost Was the project on budget? B, C, D, E,
J, K, T
currency conversions How will transferred funds be impacted by currency
conversions?
F
net benefit Was the project a net benefit? K





Success factor Evaluation Question Author(s)
Environmental
environmental impact Are there any impacts of the infrastructure on the local
environment? Were steps taken to mitigate any negative
impacts?
F, H, N
natural resource use Were resources used efficiently? T






Were local laws and regulations obeyed and proper permitting
acquired?
T
project jurisdiction Whose authority or jurisdiction does the project reside in? T
regulatory systems What types of local regulatory systems might the project fall




adaptability Is the project being designed to be adaptable to changing
influences and opinions?
G, I, S, T
authority Are there clear lines of authority and responsibility? I
client consultation Are the recipients being consulted throughout the project? A, N
commitment Are all stakeholders committed to the project? I, N
communication Are stakeholders communicating? A, B, H, N
documentation and
reporting
Did the project properly document progress and follow
outlined procedures? Were the proper reports completed to
satisfy requirements?
D, J, N
feedback Are there feedback mechanisms in place to support
communication and flexibility?
A, E, I
implementation approach Is the approach to implementing the project G, L
implementor capacity Does the implementing agent have the capacity and expertise
to complete the project?
A, N
motivation Do the motivation for participation align or have synergies
amongst participants?
N
number of stakeholders How many stakeholders are involved in the project? Who are




Success factor Evaluation Question Author(s)
objective achievement Were project objectives achieved? A, B, J
objective agreeance Do project stakeholders agree on the project objectives? I, M
overall management Is the project being managed well? B, E, G, K,
S
overall planning Is there a clear and thorough plan for the project? S
past experience Can past experience help to guide this project? M
project resource
availability
Are there enough local resources to complete the project
effectively?
F, I, M, N
project team selection How are the project members being selected? What
experiences do they bring to the project?
G, L, M
risk Are there any risks to completing this project? Does a risk
analysis need to be conducted?
I
sense of urgency Is there a sense of urgency connected to the completion of the
project? How will this affect its completion?
G
supply chain Are there necessary supply chains for the parts, supply, and
services required to maintain the system?
T
time Was the project on time? A, B, C, D,
E, J, K, N
trouble-shooting Are problems worked through without delay? A




bureaucratic delays Were there bureaucratic delays? I
corruption Are there project delays F
import restrictions Are there any restrictions that may prevent necessary project




Has there been a history of inconsistency or instability in any
of the stakeholders of this project?
F, M
national profile Did the project garner a high national profile? J
policy priorities Is the project supported by any ongoing political priorities? /
Did the project match the priorities of the local government
and international development goals?
M, N
political instability Is there any civil unrest in the area? F, T
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Table A.1: continued
Success factor Evaluation Question Author(s)




acceptance Was the outcome of the project accepted by the recipients? A, D, N
anchor change in
current structure
Is the new project able to be incorporated into the current
structure of the community?
G
built capacity Did the project built new capacities in the recipients? H, N
future motivation Did this project provide motivation for future project
implementations?
D
impact Did this project positively impacted the recipients? N
learning from
experience
Did this project provide a learning experience for future
projects?
D, E, M
networking Did this project facilitate networking and relationship building
among its participants?
G
ownership Was there a strong sense of local ownership of the project? N
publication of success
stories
Did this project provide an opportunity to publicize it to a
larger audience?
N
reputation Did the implementing party develop a good reputation? J, N
resistance of users Are the project recipients hesitant or resistant to any aspect
of the project?
F
satisfaction Was the user satisfied? C, J, K
security of stakeholders Are the stakeholders safe? F
stakeholder needs Were all the stakeholder’s needs met? B, D, N, P,
Q
team building Did the project provide a team building experience? G
training Was training provided? L
use Is the system being used? K
Technical
accessibility Was the system placed in a reasonably accessible location to
all users?
T
appeal Was the project appealing? D
construction competency Is there enough local competency with the infrastructure to




Success factor Evaluation Question Author(s)
design competency Do the designers, planners, and project managers have
adequate skills to fulfill their roles?
T
electricity access Does the community have access to electricity? T
longevity Were there clear policies to fund and sustain project activities
after completion?
N
maintenance Is the infrastructure easy to maintain? O, T
performance Does the infrastructure project perform as expected? B, C, T
quality Was the project good quality? C, B, D, J,
K, T
reliability Is the project reliable? T
safety Are/were there any safety issues? C
scalability Are the solutions used in one project able to be extended to
another project?
N
standard compatibility Does the project satisfy the necessary standards? F
sustainability Are the outcomes of the project likely to be sustained? N
Source key: A: Pinto and Slevin (1987), B: Baccarini (1999), C: Lim and Zain (1999), D: Andersen and
Jessen (2000), E: Cooke-Davies (2002), F: Kwak (2002), G: Khan et al. (2003), H: Lockwood et al. (2003);
Lockwood and Smits (2011), I: Youker (2003), J: Diallo and Thuillier (2005), K: Van der Westhuizen and
Fitzgerald (2005), L: Vickland and Nieuwenhujis (2005), M: Struyk (2007), N: Khang and Moe (2008), O:
IRC (2009), P: WaterAid (2011), Q: Chatterly (2012), R: Ministry of Energy and Water Resources (2012),
S: Kerzner (2013), T: Bouabid and Louis (2015)
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Appendix B
Current and Future Data
Descriptions








Engineers Without Borders - Canada www.ewb.ca/en
Engineers Without Borders - USA www.ewb-usa.org/volunteer
Mott MacDonald www.mottmac.com
Stantec www.stantec.com/en
Tetra Tech, Inc. www.tetratech.com/en
Funder
African Development Bank Group www.afdb.org/en
Asian Development Bank www.adb.org




















Catholic Relief Services www.crs.org/home
charity: water www.charitywater.org
Clean Water for Haiti cleanwaterforhaiti.org
Concern Worldwide www.concernusa.org
Drop in the Bucket www.dropinthebucket.org
Helvetas www.helvetasusa.org/en
The Her Initiative theherinitiative.org
H20 For Life www.h2oforlifeschools.org
Improve International www.improveinternational.org
Initiative: Eau www.initiativeeau.org
Innovations for Poverty Action www.poverty-action.org/home
International Development Enterprises (iDE) www.ideglobal.org
International Medical Corps internationalmedicalcorps.org
International Water Management Institute www.iwmi.cgiar.org
IRC www.ircwash.org
The Last Well thelastwell.org
Lifewater lifewater.org
Lifewater.ca lifewater.ca
OK Clean Water Project www.okcleanwaterproject.org
Pump Aid www.pumpaid.org
Pure Water for the World www.purewaterfortheworld.org
RTI International www.rti.org
Ryan’s Well Foundation www.ryanswell.ca
Water for People www.waterforpeople.org
The Water Project thewaterproject.org
World Vision www.wvi.org
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Table B.2: List of future sources that can be added to the Stakeholder Evaluation Database





Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation www.gatesfoundation.org
Food and Agricultural Organization www.fao.org/home/en/
Global Environment & Technology Foundation www.getf.org/about-us/newsroom
OneAcre Fund oneacrefund.org
Rotary International www.rotary.org/en
The David and Lucile Packard Foundation www.packard.org
The Lemelson Foundation www.lemelson.org
The Mulago Foundation mulagofoundation.org
Voss Foundation www.vossfoundation.org
WASHfunders washfunders.org
William J. Clinton Foundation www.clintonfoundation.org
NGO
ACTS acts.ca
Aqua for All aquaforall.org
Blood: Water Mission www.bloodwater.org
Clear Water Initiative lifelinefund.org
Dig Deep (Africa) www.digdeep.org.uk
Gender and Water Alliance genderandwater.org/en
Global Water globalwater.org
Healing Waters International healingwaters.org
Hope Spring www.hopespring.org.uk
Just a Drop www.justadrop.org
Life From Water lifefromwater.org
Living Water International www.water.cc
Oxfam International www.oxfam.org/en
Save the Children www.savethechildren.org
SNV www.snv.org
The Water Trust watertrust.org
The Wells of Life wellsoflife.org
Thirst Relief International www.thirstrelief.org
WASH United wash-united.org
Water & Sanitation for the Urban Poor www.wsup.com
Water Access Now www.wateraccessnow.org
Water is Basic www.waterisbasic.org
Water Is Life waterislife.com
Water to Thrive www.watertothrive.org
Water.org water.org
WaterAid www.wateraid.org/us
Wells Bring Hope wellsbringhope.org
Winrock International www.winrock.org
World Resources Institute www.wri.org











Descriptive Data for Stakeholder
Evaluation Database
Figure C.1: Distribution of data in the Stakeholder Evaluation Database for month (left) and year
(right).
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Figure C.2: Distribution of data in the Stakeholder Evaluation Database for continent. Projects
that were not associated with a specific location are marked as Not Available.
Figure C.3: Distribution of data in the Stakeholder Evaluation Database for region. Projects that
only returned a continent as their primary location are marked as Continent Only in the region
char.
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Figure C.4: Distribution of data in the Stakeholder Evaluation Database for stakeholder.
Figure C.5: Distribution of data in the Stakeholder Evaluation Database for document source.
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Figure C.6: Distribution of data in the Stakeholder Evaluation Database for document tone (left)
and type (right).
Figure C.7: Distribution of data in the Stakeholder Evaluation Database for project topic.
Projects that could not be categorized with the method in Section 3.3.2.2 are marked as Not
Available.
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Figure C.8: Distribution of data in the Stakeholder Evaluation Database for income level of main
project country. Projects that were not associated with a specific country and therefore a
corresponding income level could not be determined are marked as Not Available.
Figure C.9: Distribution of data in the Stakeholder Evaluation Database for whether a project
was completed in an urban or rural area. Projects that could not be categorized with the method




All of the data and code used in this analysis is archived on Github at
https://github.com/kelslynn/StakeholderEvaluationDatabase. Contents include:
File/folder Description
README.txt Description of SED package, main function and sub-function mapping,




Current version of Stakeholder Evaluation Database containing all meta-
data and document IDs that map to raw text.
key SED.xlsx File containing information about ID mappings and hierarchies.
all text files Folder of .txt files of raw text for documents in SED.
main.py Main script that houses all other functions.
text inputs Folder containing .txt files called in subroutines, including country codes
and country list, and example input files. These can be updated as
necessary by user.
dictionary Folder containing saved dictionary of freq data (input in CaseOLAP) for
the entire SED.
data Folder containing income classification (from WB) and location hierarchy
information (from UNSD). These can be updated as necessary. The
inputs used in past iterations of web scraping are also archived here.
pdf files Folder to store any pdf files to be scraped and added to SED.
pdf converted Folder containing output of converted pdf files to .txt.
web converted Folder containing output of converted web pages to .txt.
SED doc output Folder containing .txt of documents returned from GUI search.
rep phrase Folder containing representative phrases for the entire SED (as of
10.29.19) and each stakeholder (engineer, funder, government, NGO).
QCA Folder containing results of qualitative comparative analysis on top




How representative a phrase is (p) in a cell, or collection of documents, (c) is the
product of phrase integrity (int), phrase popularity (pop), and phrase distinctiveness
(dist). This method has been shown to outperform other algorithms in both accuracy
and precision of phrase-based summarization (Tao et al., 2016). The representative
phrase score (r) for a collection of documents is given by:
r(p, c) = int(p, c) ∗ pop(p, c) ∗ dist(p, c) (E.1)
Integrity is a measure that accounts for the grammatical structure of a phrase.
An integral phrase appears together more frequently than by random chance and is
a complete semantic unit. AutoPhrase (Shang et al., 2018; Shang, 2019) is an
automated phrase parsing and mining algorithm used to identify quality phrases
from large collections of documents using public knowledge bases, such as
Wikipedia, in place of human-generated labeled phrases. Its predecessor, SegPhrase
(Liu et al., 2015; Shang, 2017), has been used in past applications of CaseOLAP to
parse candidate phrases from documents and evaluate their integrity scores (Tao et
al., 2016; Tao, 2017; Liem et al., 2018). AutoPhrase is an improved and automated
version of SegPhrase; therefore, I have adapted this analysis to use AutoPhrase as
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the means to generate integrity scores based on the parsing and ranking of quality
phrases. More specifically, AutoPhrase finds integral phrases from a collection of
documents and outputs them in a ranked list according to their quality score
(quality score). Phrase quality is defined as the probability that a phrase is a
complete semantic unit and is popular (occurs with sufficient frequency), concord
(occurs with significantly higher probability than by chance), informative
(indicative of a topic), and complete (a complete semantic unit) (Shang et al.,
2018).
Popularity is the measure of how frequent a phrase appears in a document
(Equation E.2). If I take the total number of phrases in a cell c to be cntP and the
total frequency of a phrase p in a cell c to be tf(p, c), then the popularity is the
fraction of tf(p, c) to cntP . A logarithm is used to adjust for a diminishing return
in popularity score, meaning the difference between a phrase occurring once and
ten times is larger than the difference between a phrase occurring 60 and 70 times.
pop(p, c) =
log(tf(p, c) + 1)
log(cntP (c))
(E.2)
Distinctiveness compares a phrase’s occurrence in the document to its occurrence
in a set of contrastive documents. It has been shown that ”sibling cells” (S) are
the most context valuable set of contrastive documents (Tao, 2017). Sibling cells
are those who differ by exactly one term in a query. For example, analysis across
stakeholder groups gives a set of contrastive sibling cells <funder, *, *, *, *, *, *>,
<engineer, *, *, *, *, *, *>, <NGO, *, *, *, *, *, *>, <government, *, *, *, *, *, *>
whose parent cell is the entire collection consisting of seven dimensions (<*, *, *, *,
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*, *, *>).
A normalized phrase frequency ntf(p, c) and normalized document frequency
ndf(p, c) are required to calculate distinctiveness. Phrase frequency (tf(p, c)) is
normalized to account for increased frequency as cells get larger (Equation E.3).
The average count of all phrases in cell c and its siblings is given by avgCP (c), the
total number of phrases in the cell c is given by cntP (c), and k1 and b are free
parameters to balance cell size and phrase frequency. The values used in this
analysis (k1 = 1.2 and b = 0.75) are consistent with the documentation for this
algorithm (Tao, 2017).
ntf(p, c) =
tf(p, c) ∗ (k1 + 1)
tf(p, c) + k1 ∗ (1− b + b ∗ cntP (c)avgCP (c))
(E.3)
Normalized document frequency imposes a penalty for a phrase occurring multiple
times in one document but few times across the entire cell or collection of documents
(Equation E.4). The total count of documents with phrase p that occur in cell c
is given by df(p, c), and the maximum document frequency of any phrase p in cell
c is given by maxDF (c). The logarithms ensure the penalty is not overly applied
for phrases with very low frequency and under applied for phrases with very high
frequency.
ndf(p, c) =
log(1 + df(p, c))
log(1 + maxDF (c))
(E.4)
The product of normalized phrase frequency and normalized document frequency
make up the relevance rel(p, c) of a phrase p to a document c. Relevance intuitively
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measures how well a phrase distinguishes documents in cell c from documents in a
sibling cell c′ (Equation E.5). Refer back to Section 3.4 for a further explanation of
sibling cells.
rel(p, c) = ndf(p, c) ∗ ntf(p, c) (E.5)
Finally, the distinctivess is calculated as the likelihood that phrase p is classified
















if ’urban’ is in text then
append ’urban’ to urban rural
end
if ’rural’ is in text then
append ’rural’ to urban rural
end
if urban rural is empty then
append ’n/a’ to urban rural
end





water terms← water-related terms list
ag terms← ag-related terms list
topic← []
for i in water terms do
if i is in text and ’water’ is not in topic then
append ’water’ to topic
end
end
for j in ag terms do
if j is in text and ’ag’ is not in topic then
append ’ag’ to topic
end
end
if topic is empty then
append ’n/a’ to topic
end
Bold: control sequence, function, or subroutine
Italics: variable
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Algorithm 5: loc hier
Input: text, country data, income dict
Output: location dict, income level, country code
load country data and build country dict, country list, region dict, region list, and continent list
temp← {’country’: [], ’region’: [], ’continent’: []} dictionary
for country in country list do
if country is in text and not in temp[’country’] then
append country to temp[’country’]
end
if country is in text and region is not in temp[’region’] then
append region to temp[’region’]
end
if country is in text and continent is not in temp[’continent’] then
append continent to temp[’continent’]
end
end
repeat for statement for region and continent
if temp is empty then
append ’all’ to temp
end
if country is empty but region and continent are not then
assign ’None’ to temp[’country’]
end
if region is empty but continent is not then
assign ’None’ to temp[’region’]
end
income level← []
level← [’High’, ’Upper Middle’, ’Lower Middle’, ’Lower’]
for country in temp[’country’] do
for j in level do
if country is in the income bracket of j and not in income level then
append j to income level
end
end
if income level is empty then
append ’n/a’ to income level
end
end
if temp is ’all’ then
code← ’999’
end
else if temp[’country’] and temp[’region’] are empty then
loc list← temp[’continent’]
count2 ← 0
for i in loc list do
count1 ← 0
count the times loc list(i) appears in text and add to count1





code← country code of main continent
repeat elseif statement for region and country
Bold: control sequence, function, or subroutine
Italics: variable
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Algorithm 6: web to db
Input: url file, e0, f0, g0, n0, t1, t2, t3, c1, c2, c3, y1, y2, y3, doc type dict, doc raw, doc tone dict,
stakeholder dict, source name, source codes, time codes, csv name
Output: df
url list← use text to string to convert url file to list of strings
df ← initialize Pandas dataframe
initialize counters using e0, f0, g0, and n0
for url in url list do
title, content, year ← call web scrape to scrape url
country dict, income level, country code← call loc hier to get geographic info
u r ← call urban rural to get urban or rural info
topic← call topic to get topic info
doc type← use doc raw to search doc type dict
doc tone← use doc type to search doc tone dict
stakeholder ← use source name to search stakeholder dict





if stakeholder is ’Gov’ then
code← ID source-time-country code-counter from source codes and time codes
gov counter ← +1
end
else if stakeholder is ’NGO’ then
code← ID source-time-country code-counter from source codes and time codes
ngo counter ← +1
else if stakeholder is ’Funder’ then
code← ID source-time-country code-counter from source codes and time codes
fund counter ← +1
else if stakeholder is ’Eng’ then
code← ID source-time-country code-counter from source codes and time codes
eng counter ← +1
df ← append information
create new file, write content, and name using code
end
save df to csv using csv name
Bold: control sequence, function, or subroutine
Italics: variable
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Algorithm 7: pdf to db
Input: folder, name list, e0, f0, g0, n0, doc type dict, doc tone dict, stakeholder dict, source codes,
time codes, csv name
Output: df
data folder ← identify Path to folder
file path← identify text files in data folder
filenames← []
for path in file path do
append path to filenames
end
file list← open name list
names← read file list and split on new line
df ← initialize Pandas dataframe
initialize counters using e0, f0, g0, and n0
for i in the length of filenames do
open and read filenames[i]
id list← split names[i] on ’ ’
source name← name of doc source from id list
doc raw ← doc type from id list
year ← year from id list
country dict, income level, country code← call loc hier to get geographic info
u r ← call urban rural to get urban or rural info
topic← call topic to get topic info
doc type← use doc raw to search doc type dict
doc tone← use doc type to search doc tone dict
stakeholder ← use source name to search stakeholder dict





if stakeholder is ’Gov’ then
code← ID source-time-country code-counter from source codes and time codes
gov counter ← +1
end
else if stakeholder is ’NGO’ then
code← ID source-time-country code-counter from source codes and time codes
ngo counter ← +1
else if stakeholder is ’Funder’ then
code← ID source-time-country code-counter from source codes and time codes
fund counter ← +1
else if stakeholder is ’Eng’ then
code← ID source-time-country code-counter from source codes and time codes
eng counter ← +1
df ← append information
rename filenames[i] using code
end
save df to csv using csv name
Bold: control sequence, function, or subroutine
Italics: variable
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Algorithm 8: cosine similarity
Input: A ← {p: r}a, B ← {p: r}b, dictionary of the set of representative phrases (p) and corresponding
phrase scores (r) for stakeholder a and b
Output: weighted cosine similarity
R ← unique phrases across stakeholder a and b
N ← length of R
~a,~b←
[
01 . . 0N
]T
for i in N do
if Ri in A[p] then
~ai ← value of r corresponding to A[p]
end
if Ri in B[p] then
~bi ← value of r corresponding to B[p]
end
end
weighted cosine similarity ← (~a ·~b) / (||~a|| ∗ ||~b||)
Python dictionary format follows {key : value}, where {phrase p: phrase score r} in this example
~a ·~b is the dot product of ~a and ~b




Table G.1: Mapping to document type and tone based on their original (raw) type.
Tone Type Raw Type Raw acronym
Formal








Project Completion Report PCR
Evaluation Summary ES
Final Evaluation FE




















Annual Review (AR) Annual Review AR
Case Study (CS) Case Study CS




Project Fact Sheet FS
Blog (B) Blog B
Story (ST) Story ST
Article (AT) Article AT
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Table G.2: Table representation of dictionary that gives the mapping to stakeholder type and
source based on their original (raw) type.




CDM Smith CDM 102
Coffey COF 103
Engineers Without Borders EWB 104
Engineers Without Borders - Canada EWB-CA 105
Mott MacDonald MM 106
Stantec STA 107
Tetra Tech, Inc. TT 108
Funder
African Development Bank AfDB 201
Asian Development Bank AsDB 202
Inter-American Development Bank IDB 203
USAID USAID 204
World Bank WB 205
Government
Comoros Government COMGOV 303
Eritrea Government ERIGOV 304
Gambia Government GMBGOV 305
Global Waters - USAID GW 302
Malawi Government MWIGOV 306
Sustainable Development Goal - Voluntary National Reviews SDG 301
WASHwatch WW 308
African Ministers’Council on Water AMCOW 307
Bhutan Government BTNGOV 309
NGO
Acumen ACU 401
Blumont (International Relief and Development) IRD 402
CARE CARE 403
Catholic Relief Services CRS 404
charity:water CW 405
Clean Water for Haiti CWH 406
Concern Worldwide COW 407
Drop in the Bucket DB 408
Helvetas HELV 409
The Her Initiative HI 410
H2O For Life HFL 411
Improve International II 412
Initiative: Eau IE 413
Innovations for Poverty Action IPA 414
International Development Enterprises (iDE) IDE 415
International Medical Corps IMC 416
International Water Management Institute IWMI 417
IRC IRC 418
The Last Well TLW 419
Lifewater LI 420
Lifewater.ca LC 421
OK Clean Water Project OCWP 422
Pump Aid PAWL 423
Pure Water for the World PWW 424
RTI International RTI 425
Ryan’s Well Foundation RWF 426
Water for People WFP 427
The Water Project WP 428
World Vision WV 429
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Table G.3: Year mapping























Table G.4: Schematic of location data for countries beginning with A through Geo-, their alpha3 country code, region as
defined by United Nations (2019a), and income level as defined by World Bank (2019c).
Country Country
Code
Region Income Country Country
Code
Region Income Country Country
Code
Region Income
Afghanistan AFG S. Asia L Bouvet Island BVT L. Am.
Car.
Curaao CUW L. Am.
Car.
H
land Islands ALA N. Eur. Brazil BRA L. Am.
Car.
UM Cyprus CYP W. Asia H













PRK E. Asia L









Andorra AND S. Eur. H Bulgaria BGR E.
Europe
UM Denmark DNK N. Eur. H
Angola AGO Sub.
Afr.
LM Burkina Faso BFA Sub.
Afr.
L Djibouti DJI Sub.
Afr.
LM











H Cabo Verde CPV Sub.
Afr.
LM Dominican Rep. DOM L. Am.
Car.
UM
Argentina ARG L. Am.
Car.
UM Cambodia KHM S.E.
Asia
LM Ecuador ECU L. Am.
Car.
UM
Armenia ARM W. Asia UM Cameroon CMR Sub.
Afr.
LM Egypt EGY N. Afr. LM
Aruba ABW L. Am.
Car.
















L Eritrea ERI Sub.
Afr.
L
Azerbaijan AZE W. Asia UM Chad TCD Sub.
Afr.
L Estonia EST N. Eur. H
Bahamas BHS L. Am.
Car.
H Channel Islands CHI N. Am. H Eswatini SWZ Sub.
Afr.
LM
Bahrain BHR W. Asia H Chile CHL L. Am.
Car.
H Ethiopia ETH Sub.
Afr.
L




Barbados BRB L. Am.
Car.
H Christmas Island CXR Aus.
and N.Z.







Fiji FJI Mela. UM
Belgium BEL W. Eur. H Colombia COL L. Am.
Car.
UM Finland FIN N. Eur. H
Belize BLZ L. Am.
Car.
UM Comoros COM Sub.
Afr.
LM France FRA W. Eur. H
Benin BEN Sub.
Afr.
L Congo COG Sub.
Afr.
LM French Guiana GUF L. Am.
Car.
Bermuda BMU N. Am. H Cook Islands COK Polyn. French Polyn. PYF Polyn. H






Bolivia BOL L. Am.
Car.
LM Cte dIvoire CIV Sub.
Afr.










UM Cuba CUB L. Am.
Car.
UM Georgia GEO W. Asia UM
Region Key: N. Afr. - Northern Africa, Sub. Afr. - Sub-Saharan Africa, L. Am. Car. - Latin America and the Caribbean, N. Am. - Northern America, C. Asia - Central
Asia, E. Asia - Eastern Asia, S.E. Asia - South-Eastern Asia, S. Asia - Southern Asia, W. Asia - Western Asia, E. Eur. - Eastern Europe, N. Eur. - Northern Europe, S.
Eur. - Southern Europe, W. Eur. - Western Europe, Aus. and N.Z. - Australia and New Zealand, Mela. - Melanesia, Micro. - Micronesia, Polyn. - Polynesia
Income Key: H - High, L - Lower, LM - Lower Middle, UM - Upper Middle
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Table G.5: Schematic of location data for countries beginning with Ger- through Pak-, their alpha3 country code, region as
defined by United Nations (2019a), and income level as defined by World Bank (2019c).
Country Country
Code
Region Income Country Country
Code
Region Income Country Country
Code
Region Income
Germany DEU W. Eur. H Jamaica JAM L. Am.
Car.





LM Japan JPN E. Asia H Mauritius MUS Sub.
Afr.
UM
Gibraltar GIB S. Eur. H Jersey JEY N. Eur. Mayotte MYT Sub.
Afr.
Greece GRC S. Eur. H Jordan JOR W. Asia UM Mexico MEX L. Am.
Car.
UM




Grenada GRD L. Am.
Car.
UM Kenya KEN Sub.
Afr.
LM Monaco MCO W. Eur. H
Guadeloupe GLP L. Am.
Car.
Kiribati KIR Micro. LM Mongolia MNG E. Asia LM
Guam GUM Micro. H Kosovo XKX S. Eur. UM Montenegro MNE S. Eur. UM
Guatemala GTM L. Am.
Car.
UM Kuwait KWT W. Asia H Montserrat MSR L. Am.
Car.












L Latvia LVA N. Eur. H Myanmar MMR S.E.
Asia
LM
Guyana GUY L. Am.
Car.
UM Lebanon LBN W. Asia UM Namibia NAM Sub.
Afr.
UM
Haiti HTI L. Am.
Car.
L Lesotho LSO Sub.
Afr.








L Nepal NPL S. Asia L
Holy See VAT S. Eur. Libya LBY N. Afr. UM Netherlands NLD W. Eur. H
Honduras HND L. Am.
Car.
LM Liechtenstein LIE W. Eur. H New Caledonia NCL Mela. H
Hong Kong HKG E. Asia H Lithuania LTU N. Eur. H New Zealand NZL Aus.
and N.Z.
H
Hungary HUN E. Eur. H Luxembourg LUX W. Eur. H Nicaragua NIC L. Am.
Car.
LM
Iceland ISL N. Eur. H Macao MAC E. Asia H Niger NER Sub.
Afr.
L
India IND S. Asia LM Madagascar MDG Sub.
Afr.





LM Malawi MWI Sub.
Afr.
L Niue NIU Polyn.
Iran (Islamic
Rep. of)
IRN S. Asia UM Malaysia MYS S.E.
Asia
UM Norfolk Island NFK Aus.
and N.Z.
Iraq IRQ W. Asia UM Maldives MDV S. Asia UM North Macedonia MKD S. Eur. UM





Isle of Man IMN N. Eur. H Malta MLT S. Eur. H Norway NOR N. Eur. H
Israel ISR W. Asia H Marshall Islands MHL Micro. UM Oman OMN W. Asia H
Italy ITA S. Eur. H Martinique MTQ L. Am.
Car.
Pakistan PAK S. Asia LM
Region Key: N. Afr. - Northern Africa, Sub. Afr. - Sub-Saharan Africa, L. Am. Car. - Latin America and the Caribbean, N. Am. - Northern America, C. Asia - Central
Asia, E. Asia - Eastern Asia, S.E. Asia - South-Eastern Asia, S. Asia - Southern Asia, W. Asia - Western Asia, E. Eur. - Eastern Europe, N. Eur. - Northern Europe, S.
Eur. - Southern Europe, W. Eur. - Western Europe, Aus. and N.Z. - Australia and New Zealand, Mela. - Melanesia, Micro. - Micronesia, Polyn. - Polynesia
Income Key: H - High, L - Lower, LM - Lower Middle, UM - Upper Middle
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Table G.6: Schematic of location data for countries beginning with Pal- through Z, their alpha3 country code, region as defined
by United Nations (2019a), and income level as defined by World Bank (2019c).
Country Country
Code
Region Income Country Country
Code
Region Income Country Country
Code
Region Income
Palau PLW Micro. H Senegal SEN Sub.
Afr.
LM Tokelau TKL Polyn.
Panama PAN L. Am.
Car.
H Serbia SRB S. Eur. UM Tonga TON Polyn. UM
Papua New
Guinea







Paraguay PRY L. Am.
Car.
UM Sierra Leone SLE Sub.
Afr.
L Tunisia TUN N. Afr. LM
Peru PER L. Am.
Car.
UM Singapore SGP S.E.
Asia







Turkmenistan TKM C. Asia UM









Poland POL E. Eur. H Slovakia SVK E. Eur. H Tuvalu TUV Polyn. UM
Portugal PRT S. Eur. H Slovenia SVN S. Eur. H Uganda UGA Sub.
Afr.
L
Puerto Rico PRI L. Am.
Car.
H Solomon Islands SLB Mela. LM Ukraine UKR E. Eur. LM




ARE W. Asia H





GBR N. Eur. H

















Romania ROU E. Eur. UM Spain ESP S. Eur. H U.S. of America USA N. Am. H
Russian
Federation







L State of Palestine PSE W. Asia LM Uruguay URY L. Am.
Car.
H
Saint Barthlemy BLM L. Am.
Car.
Sudan SDN N. Afr. LM Uzbekistan UZB C. Asia LM
Saint Helena SHN Sub.
Afr.
Suriname SUR L. Am.
Car.





H Svalbard and Jan
Mayen Islands
SJM N. Eur. Venezuela VEN L. Am.
Car.
UM
Saint Lucia LCA L. Am.
Car.

















UM Taiwan, China TWN E. Asia H Yemen YEM W. Asia L
Samoa WSM Polyn. UM Tajikistan TJK C. Asia L Zambia ZMB Sub.
Afr.
LM
San Marino SMR S. Eur. H Thailand THA S.E.
Asia







LM Timor-Leste TLS S.E.
Asia
LM
Saudi Arabia SAU W. Asia H Togo TGO Sub.
Afr.
L
Region Key: N. Afr. - Northern Africa, Sub. Afr. - Sub-Saharan Africa, L. Am. Car. - Latin America and the Caribbean, N. Am. - Northern America, C. Asia - Central
Asia, E. Asia - Eastern Asia, S.E. Asia - South-Eastern Asia, S. Asia - Southern Asia, W. Asia - Western Asia, E. Eur. - Eastern Europe, N. Eur. - Northern Europe, S.
Eur. - Southern Europe, W. Eur. - Western Europe, Aus. and N.Z. - Australia and New Zealand, Mela. - Melanesia, Micro. - Micronesia, Polyn. - Polynesia




Table H.1: List of success factor search terms and variations to search for matches in
representative phrase lists of engineer, funder, government and NGO stakeholders.
Search term from
literature
Variation(s) Search term from
literature
Variation(s)
Acceptance - Overall management Overall project
management; Project
management
Accessibility - Overall planning Planning; Project
planning
Adaptability Adaptable Ownership -
Anchor change in current
structure
- Past experience -
Appeal - Performance -
Asset transfer Transfer of assets Policy priorities Policy priority
Authority - Political instability -
Built capacity - Pollution -




Client consultation Consult with the client Project environment -
Competition - Project jurisdiction -




Corruption - Project team selection Team selection




Currency conversions - Quality -




Electricity access Access to electricity Religion -
Environmental impact - Reputation -
Ethnic relationships - Resistance of users Resistance; Resistance of
user; User resistance
Feedback - Risk -
Future motivation Motivation for future Safety -





Variation(s) Search term from literature Variation(s)
Implementation approach Approach to
implementation
Scalability -
Implementor capacity - Security of stakeholders Security
Import restrictions Restrictions on imports Sense of urgency Urgency
Inconsistency and
instability








Learning from experience Learning experience Stakeholder needs -
Longevity - Standard compatibility Meets standards;
Compatibility with
standards




Motivation - Team building -
National profile - Time -
Natural resource use Use of natural resources Training -
Net benefit - Trouble-shooting -
Networking - Understanding of project -
Number of stakeholders - Use -
Objective achievement Achievement of
objectives
User fees User fee
Objective agreeance Agreement of objectives;
Agreement with
objectives
War and revolution War; Revolution; Unrest;
Dispute
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Figure H.1: Word cloud depicting the top 25 representative phrases for engineering documents.
The size of the bubbles correspond to how representative each phrase is.
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Figure H.2: Word cloud depicting the top 25 representative phrases for funder documents. The
size of the bubbles correspond to how representative each phrase is.
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Figure H.3: Word cloud depicting the top 25 representative phrases for government documents.
The size of the bubbles correspond to how representative each phrase is.
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Figure H.4: Word cloud depicting the top 25 representative phrases for NGO documents. The size
of the bubbles correspond to how representative each phrase is.
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Table H.2: The top 25 representative phrases for the training set of engineer, funder, government,
and NGO documents used in QCA analysis.
Engineer Funder NGO
1 community members project management water supply
2 water supply water supply clean water
3 water committee appraisal estimate water point
4 water quality water quality water systems
5 travel team task team drinking water
6 primary purpose water resources open defecation
7 flow rate discount rate spare parts
8 community member economic growth water sources
9 implementation trip capacity building hand washing
10 storage tank poverty reduction safe water
11 clean water flood protection primary school
12 drinking water civil works community members
13 potable water economic development sanitation facilities
14 data collection water management watershed management
15 primary audience actual cost improved sanitation
16 team members agricultural productivity water project
17 assessment trip project preparation water committees
18 key question safeguard policies sanitation coverage
19 minor repairs project implementation operation and maintenance
20 routine maintenance closing date water and sanitation
21 storage tanks lessons learned implementing organizations
22 water source financial statements rapid assessment
23 dry season drinking water hygiene education
24 key questions implementing agency rural water
25 water distribution land acquisition water services
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Table H.3: Values showing degree to which phrases used in QCA pathway model are
representative, necessary, and sufficient. Values associated with Figure 4.5.
Phrase Necessity Sufficiency Representative
phrase score
Engineer
clean water 0.3 0.692308 0.86
community member 0.933333 0.903226 1.00
drinking water 0.333333 0.769231 0.85
flow rate 0.5 0.9375 0.91
implementation trip 0.433333 1 0.88
storage tank 0.366667 0.846154 0.88
travel team 0.5 0.833333 0.92
water committee 0.466667 0.823529 0.97
water quality 0.5 0.833333 0.94
water supply 0.5 0.75 0.97
Funder
appraisal estimate 0.51 0.82 0.88
project management 0.60 0.80 1.00
task team 0.30 0.79 0.87
water quality 0.29 0.84 0.88
water resources 0.41 0.86 0.87
water supply 0.53 0.83 0.96
NGO
clean water 0.5 0.909091 0.88
drinking water 0.25 0.625 0.70
hand washing 0.15 0.6 0.61
open defecation 0.15 0.5 0.68
primary school 0.15 0.75 0.57
safe water 0.4 0.727273 0.59
spare parts 0 0 0.65
water point 0.25 0.294118 0.87
water supply 0.2 0.235294 1.00
water systems 0.1 0.117647 0.72
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Table H.4: Engineer truth table for training labeled set. Each row represents a combination of phrases either present (1) or
absent (0) in the training documentation. The number of times each combination appears is listed as frequency. Whether a
document was labeled as successful (1) or failure (0) is listed as outcome. The raw consistency of the label across different


























1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 2 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 1
0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
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Table H.5: Funder truth table for training labeled set. Each row represents a combination of
phrases either present (1) or absent (0) in the training documentation. The number of times each
combination appears is listed as frequency. Whether a document was labeled as successful (1) or
failure (0) is listed as outcome. The raw consistency of the label across different occurrences of the

















1 1 1 0 0 0 4 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 1 3 1 1
0 1 1 1 0 1 3 1 1
1 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 1
0 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 1
1 0 0 1 1 0 2 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 1
1 1 1 0 0 1 2 1 1
0 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 1
1 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 1
1 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 0 6 1 0.833333
0 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 0.8
0 0 1 0 0 0 5 1 0.8
0 1 1 0 0 0 5 1 0.8
1 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0.666667
1 1 0 1 1 0 3 0 0.666667
1 0 1 0 0 1 5 0 0.6
1 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 0.5
1 1 0 1 0 1 2 0 0.5
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 0.5
1 1 1 0 1 0 3 0 0.333333
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
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Table H.6: NGO truth table for training labeled set. Each row represents a combination of phrases either present (1) or absent
(0) in the training documentation. The number of times each combination appears is listed as frequency. Whether a document
was labeled as successful (1) or failure (0) is listed as outcome. The raw consistency of the label across different occurrences of























0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0.714286
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
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Table H.7: QCA success and failure pathway output for the combined training data of engineer,
funder, and NGO stakeholders. ∗ denotes an AND relationship and ∼ denotes the absence of a
condition
Phrases community member, water supply, water committee, water quality, project management,
appraisal estimate, task team, clean water, water point, water systems
Success
pathways
∼project management ∗ appraisal estimate
∼water supply ∗ ∼water committee ∗ clean water
∼water supply∗ project management ∗ task team
water quality ∗ appraisal estimate ∗ task team
project management ∗ ∼appraisal estimate ∗ ∼task team ∗ ∼water point
water supply ∗ ∼water quality*water committee ∗ ∼water point
water supply ∗ ∼water quality*appraisal estimate ∗ ∼task team
∼water supply ∗ community member
appraisal estimate ∗ water point
task team ∗ water point
task team ∗ water systems
∼water supply ∗ water quality ∗ ∼appraisal estimate
community member ∗ ∼water committee ∗ ∼water point
∼water quality ∗ community member ∗ ∼water systems
water committee ∗ water point ∗ ∼water systems
water quality ∗ ∼water point ∗ water systems
water quality ∗ community member ∗ water systems
Failure
pathways
∼water supply ∗ ∼community member ∗ water committee
∼water supply ∗ water quality ∗ project management ∗ appraisal estimate
water supply ∗ ∼community member ∗ ∼project management ∗ ∼appraisal estimate ∗ water
point
water supply ∗ ∼water quality ∗ ∼water committee ∗ ∼project management ∗ water systems
water quality ∗ water committee ∗ clean water ∗ ∼water point ∗ ∼water systems
water supply ∗ ∼task team ∗ ∼clean water ∗ water point ∗ water systems
∼water quality ∗ task team ∗ clean water
∼water quality ∗ ∼water committee ∗ ∼project management ∗ ∼clean water ∗ ∼water point
∗ water systems
water supply ∗ ∼water committee ∗ ∼appraisal estimate ∗ clean water ∗ water point ∗ ∼water
systems
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